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About the CoVeR

this issue’s cover is courtesy of guide Ryan 
McMahon, who has penned an excellent article 
featured in this bimonthly edition of MuSKIe. 
When I saw his photo I immediately thought to 
myself, “this is what it’s all about!” two 
happy anglers 
sharing excitement 
over the capture of 
a big, beautifully-
barred muskie. 
Love the expres-
sions, pristineness 
of the fish, and 
even the similari-
ty in attire by the 
two anglers adds 
a bit of cohesive-
ness that helps 
keep the viewer 
focused on the 
moment. Great 
shot, Ryan!

 - Sean

WouLD You LIKe to be oN the CoVeR? 
e-mail your photos to Sean at 

assistanteditor@muskiesinc.org.
Please include your name, chapter number and 

brief explanation of your submitted photo.

1 About the Cover, Sean Landsman
2 President’s Message, Carl Phillips
3 Index of Advertisers
4 MUSKIE News
6 Lunge Log, Dan Koniewicz
9 Figure 8, Sean Landsman
17 Member Photos, Michael Winther
21 Photo Contest, Michael Winther
23 Chapter News and Views

10 An Overlooked Opportunity
    Patrick Krumenacker
12 Dog Day Muskies
    Adam Glickman
16 World Record Muskie on the Fly
    Robert Hawkins
19 Guide Shopping
    Ryan McMahon
22 YCA Event Recap
    Kevin Bushnick
BC 7th Annual High School Muskie Tournament
    Mike Riha



Board of Directors
Executive Committee
President, Carl Phillips
Phone: 612-709-8066
Email: president@muskiesinc.org

VP Finance/Treasurer, 
Phone: 
Email: vp-finance@muskiesinc.org

VP Fisheries & Research, Jim Moore
Phone: 740-667-3571
Email: vp-research@muskiesinc.org 

VP Internal Affairs, Dan Koniewicz
Phone: 847-682-9238   
Email: vp-internal-affairs@muskiesinc.org

VP Membership & Marketing, James Ashton
Phone: 636-227-5248
Email: vp-membership@muskiesinc.org

VP Communications, Ron Teschner
Phone: 701-640-0544
Email: vp-communications@muskiesinc.org

VP Youth Activities, Kevin Bushnick
Phone: 847-987-3622
Email: vp-youth@muskiesinc.org

Corporate Secretary, Thomas Ardolf
Phone: 320-260-2262
Email: corporate-secretary@muskiesinc.org

Past-President, Jay Zahn
Email: past-president@muskiesinc.org
Senior Regional Representatives are also 

Executive Committee Members

Regional Representatives
Region 1 Term Expires
  *Curt Ellestad . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2016
  Brian Johnson . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2017
  Mike Riha. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2018
Region 2
  *Robert Petzke . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2016
  Joe Heil . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2017
  Jeff Miller  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2018
Region 3
  *Jim Evers  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2016  
   Patrick Krummacker . . . . . . . . . . . .  2017
   David Johnson  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2018
Region 4
 *Frank Walter. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2016
  Kimberly Cates . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2017
   Earle Hammond. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2018
 * = Senior Regional Representative

“May he live in interesting times”, ancient Chinese curse.
As I write this, the Fisheries Chief of the Minnesota DNR has decided to go ahead 

with stocking plans according to the MN DNR “Long Range Muskellunge Plan” 
despite pressure from a vocal group of lakeshore property owners who are supported 
by the Republican House. MN DNR Fisheries Chief Don Pereira deserves credit for 
acting in the face of adversity. An easier decision would have been to do nothing. 
Thank you Mr. Pereira.

The political pressure against muskies and muskie anglers in Minnesota is only 
getting worse. I listened to an outdoors radio program talking about the huge number 
of out-of-state boats seen heading north. Next, they mentioned that the best walleye 
bite in the state was happening on Lake Vermilion. Lastly, they said that the muskies 
were eating all the walleyes. 

The person behind the lakeshore-owner movement was charged this spring with 
taking migratory birds out of season and has publicly stated that he hasn’t purchased 
a MN fishing license and doesn’t need a fishing license on ‘his’ lake. 

This is their spokesman. 
Sometimes I think that muskie anglers can be the best folks on earth and a true 

ambassador for our sport. Other times, I think we can be our own worst enemy. The 
nature of our fishery and our fishing means that we will be in contact with non-
anglers, including recreational boaters and lakeshore property owners. We fish 
structure often close to shore or near other non-anglers; certainly more so than 
walleye anglers. 

We as muskie anglers need to recognize several facts. We are judged in the court 
of public opinion by the worst of our cohort. This is true of most things in life but 
when you realize that we are often in close contact with others you begin to realize 
that we need to go out of our way to leave a positive impression.

The President’s Message
By: Carl Phillips, Muskies, Inc. President

Email: president@muskiesinc.org
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Just because you can do something doesn’t mean you should do something. You 
are legally allowed to fish near a dock or through a harbor. The water is public. But 
should you? If there are others around would the best plan be to say “Hello” and 
move on? Leave a positive impression.

We all need to police our cohort. Always remember that you are being judged 
according to other’s actions. If you see something wrong say something. Leave a 
positive impression.

We need to be politically active. We need to let our legislature know who we are 
and what we do. When there is a critical vote we need to pick up the phone or send 
an email. Leave a positive impression.

Sadly, but truly the dollar speaks. Small businesses and resort owners who cater to 
the muskie anglers need your attention. Their voices speak volumes to the politicians. 
If you know anyone in this situation, try to get a statement about the economic impact 
of muskies on their business. There is mounting pressure against muskie anglers in 
Minnesota. I personally think that this is the beginning of a power play by certain 
lakeshore owners and we are the first and we are perceived the easiest target. No 
matter, we need to recognize that this is the current environment. 

If you are not in Minnesota please don’t think this cannot happen where you live, 
it can. Water rights and trespass laws are under constant scrutiny in every state. Leave 
a positive impression. Get involved politically. Let the outside world know what you 
do.

Tight lines.

Persons interested in submitting reading content for  publication 
should contact the Editor at - managingeditor@muskiesinc.org

Persons interested in submitting photos for  publication should contact 
the Photo Editor at - pictures@muskiesinc.org

Contributors grant rights for MI to publish in MUSKIE Magazine (both 
the print and online versions - including archives), on the MI website, 

MI calendar, social media, and any advertising prints/videos.

Submissions to MUSKIE Magazine

www.muskiesinc.org
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The Membership and Marketing Committee: 
Frequently Asked Questions 

What is the marketing committee?
In June of 2015 the new Membership and Marketing Committee 

was formed with multiple challenges of growing membership, to 
marketing Muskies, Inc. (MI) nationally, and to make all anglers 
aware of the benefits of membership in MI.   The members of the 
committee represent all four Regions and come from Utah, 
Minnesota, Wisconsin, Missouri, Pennsylvania and New Jersey. If 
you read no further in this article, understand that you have a 
contribution to make – to your chapter, your region or MI and will 
get far more in return than you give. How will you contribute to 
the next 50 years of the MI story? 
What do we want to accomplish?

We have two goals.
Goal 1 - To obtain 1,000 new members by the end of 2017. 
Goal 2 - To retain all new members acquired in 2016.
This is significant in that it represents a shift from the practices 

of the past. Going forward, MI and the chapters will bring in new 
members, but it will be up to the chapters and their good practices 
to keep and retain those members.
How do you propose to do this?

To get 1,000 new members, we have implemented marketing 
and membership programs with Tony Grant Outdoors (Tony 
travels around the country to sport shows giving seminars and 
promoting MI), The Musky Project (they created a CD promoting 
MI which will be given to all chapters for each to use; www.
facebook.com/themuskyproject), Rollie and Helens (we will be 
placing a future ad in its catalog) and others.  We have also begun 
to establish National and Regional tables at the largest sport shows 
in each of the four Regions. We are in need of more feedback from 
the chapters on how they best attract new members and are asking 
for your input in the Marketing and Membership section on the 
website.

To retain all those new members acquired in 2016, we have 
begun to aid the chapters by following up on dropped or non-
renewed members via the website.  Chapters can get a list of 
dropped or non-renewed members that is updated monthly on the 
website by selecting their chapter report and then the type of 
report desired.  We actively are in need of more feedback from the 
chapters on how they best keep new members and are asking for 
your input in the Marketing and Membership section on the 
website.
What contribution has the Marketing and Membership 
committee made to MI?

As of this writing, MI has had the largest membership level it 
has enjoyed since 2012.  (See chart below indicating most recent 

growth.)  The growth can be attributed to the efforts of individuals, 
chapters and MI staff spending countless hours promoting muskie 
fishing through local chapters, and at regional and national sport 
shows as well as committee initiated programs. The committee 
has made a strong effort towards attaining the committee’s goal of 
1,000 new members by the end of 2017.   

Retaining members is what will promote MI’s sustainability.

The chart below demonstrates how members are accessing/
joining MI.

On the July 
President’s call, the 
Committee had the 
opportunity to highlight 
some of the 
Committee’s efforts 
and address the 
importance of retaining 
membership.  We are 
challenged by our 
aging demographics 
and the need to attract 
younger members. (See 
the May/June issue, pg. 
4.)  Several presidents 
spoke of their chapter’s 

efforts to bring in new members and what they do to build an 
atmosphere of comradery, promoting a reason to be involved and 
retain their membership. Since that meeting with, the support of 
President Carl Phillips and Dan Konewicz, a need for a membership 
“best practices” area was added to the MI website. With the help 
of Randy Loewecke the work on this project has been completed. 
This area is now available in the forum area for all MI members 
to share and post information.  Once you sign in it is easy to use. 
Any member is encouraged to post information of activities 
individual chapters implement to attract new members, retain their 
membership and market MI in their communities. The exchanging 
of ideas can only benefit us all.   Please send in your information 
to share with others.

The committee is exploring the idea of modifying the current 
process that notifies members that their membership is up for 
renewal.  When the process has been approved all chapters will be 
notified and their role explained in renewing memberships.  The 
Committee believes this should be a shared responsibility by MI 
National and the individual chapters. No financial impact to 
chapters is expected.  
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CE = Chapter Event 194
MT = Member Told 150
TG = Tony Grant 114
SS = Sports Show 100
Blank - not mentioned 96
KO = Keyes Outdoors 61
WS = Web Search 37
MP = Musky Program 20
MA = Magazine Application 19
YP = Youth Program 14

Total 805

"NEW" MEMBERS FOR 2016 HOW 
FOUND REVIEWS TO DATE
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You can get involved in three ways  
First, at the Chapter level to participate and make your Chapter 

one that is about the three F’s formula – fishing, fun, and food.
 Two, at the Regional level, get involved with marketing your 

Chapter or Region at the Sport Shows. Contact your Chapter 
President or Region Rep for more information.

Three, bring your ideas or programs to the Marketing Committee. 
Contact Jim Ashton at VP-Membership@muskiesinc.org or post 
them on the new Marketing Best Practices section on our website.

FISH ON!!!!
On Behalf of the Membership and Marketing Committee 

- Jim Ashton, Chairman & Jim Evers, Region #3 RR, article contributor

Hugh C. Becker 2017 Foundation Awards

Initial Requisition Criteria for disbursing funds, subject to 
future amendments.

All requests are to be received between 1 November 2016 and 
BY 31 January 2017. Address (do not e-mail) all requests to Hugh 
C. Becker Committee of Twin Cities Chapter of Muskies, Inc., c/o 
George Selcke, 5217 Nolan Drive, Minnetonka, MN 55343-8996.

Format: Requests are not to be more than five (5) legibly typed 
pages, ORIGINAL and FIVE (5) copies, to include all the 
following criteria:

1) Name and address of the group, and a history of the group’s 
accomplished projects to date, if applicable.
2) Demonstrate need- how will this project benefit the 
muskellunge program(s) in area, region, or range (Canada 
included)
3) What is the project and what is purpose of project?
4) Where is this project taking place?
5) What is the duration of this project/start and finish dates?
6) What are the cost breakouts? Itemize equipment and labor, 
and provide quotes.
7) Who will be involved: the project team, project manager/
coordinator, and applicable means of contact (phone numbers)
8) Submit “milestones” dates for progress reports and 
accountability.
9) Can the requesting group match funds from another 
source? Please list.

Other Considerations:
- Cap on any individual grant/fund will be $10,000; 
incrementally within year or over the course of years, unless 
the Grant Committee decides otherwise on any specific 
proposal
- Credit to the Hugh C. Becker Trust Foundation will be 
incurred in funding
- The Hugh C. Becker has priority rights to all press releases 
and publications
- If this project fails to reach its purpose, through false 
reporting, deceit, and/or other unprofessional acts, the 
requesting group may be responsible for restitution (committee 
determination) 
- NOTE: No indirect costs (overhead) will be awarded on 
research proposals

Lure Parts Online, Inc., 580 North Street, Springfield, IL 62704

“...build better baits...”

Addendum:
Like projects/activities that may qualify per the wishes and 

conditions of Hugh C. Becker include, but are not limited to:
• Muskie propagation by the Twin Cities Chapter #1, in their 
own ponds (?) with their own equipment
• Stocking, by either raising muskie fingerlings or purchasing 
fingerlings/ yearlings/adults for public use in designated 
waters
• Habitat protection and improvement
• Clean water (quality) protection and improvement
• Professional research by qualified personnel (not limited to 
Minnesota, but must include accountable data)
• Expansion of the present muskellunge range (special 
consideration for the Missouri river system in North/South 
Dakota)

The Twin Cities Chapter #1 Committee will consider projects 
based on their respective merits per criteria above, and awards will 
be published in the Muskie magazine. The principles of Muskies, 
Inc., Youth, Research, and Fisheries are guidelines inclusive in 
qualifying and evaluating proposals. 

**** NOTE: Accountability reports, DNR letters, Research 
papers, publications, University acknowledgements, and any other 
follow-up information for awards given in a particular year will be 
required before any individual or group is given consideration for 
future grants.

- George Selcke
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In this issue I thought it would be a good idea to 
recognize our 2016 Lunker of the Month members.  I 
hope you enjoy reading about their catches. 

January Lunker of the 
Month

Seth Davis, a member of the 
Daniel Boone Chapter 52 in 
Kentucky, caught our January 
Lunker of the Month. Seth has 
been a member of Muskies, Inc. 
(MI) for five years.

Seth caught the fish on Melton 
Hill Lake in Tennessee.  He was 
jigging a pearl Bondy Bait.  This 
52.5 inch giant is a personal best 
for Seth.  Congratulations to Seth 
for this January giant.  

February and March 
Lunker of the Month

Catching a Lunker of the Month 
for the Members Only Contest is 
usually a once in a lifetime event.  
Only a few members have repeat-
ed in different years. But, in 
February and March of this year 
we had our first back-to-back 
Lunkers of the Month. The man 

achieving this histori-
cal feature is 
Cleveland Chapter 
23’s member, Beau 
Chumley.

In February, Beau 
was targeting big 
muskies  on 
Tennessee’s Melton 
Hill Reservoir. Beau 
likes fishing Melton 
Hill two to three 

times a year in late 
winter and has been 
going there for sev-
eral years. He said, 
“It might not be a 
numbers lake, but 
there are big ones 
there.” During this 
February trip Beau 
was joined by fellow 
MI member Paul 
Shepard. During 
their two and a half days of fishing on Melton they caught two 
muskies, including the February Lunker and an estimated 42 
pound striper. 

Beau’s 48.5 inch fish was caught trolling a 7.5 inch Scuba Diver 
at a creek mouth following a color line that had set-up in the 
water. This fish is Beau’s best from this lake, but he tells me that 
there many bigger ones in this body of water. 

Beau’s March Lunker of the month was caught on his local 
lake, Piedmont Lake in Ohio. Beau was in the boat by himself, 
but was with a group of MI members fishing the lake for the day. 
Again Beau was trolling using a Scuba Diver Crankbait when he 
hooked into the 48 inch muskie.  He was able to net the fish and 
call over some friends to get a couple of quick pictures before 
releasing the fish.  

Beau also told me that the local muskie clubs support Ohio’s 
muskie program by facilitating the purchase of equipment 
needed by the Ohio DNR to successfully manage the muskie 
fisheries.  He also wanted to give credit out to MI member Elmer 
Heyob Jr. for getting the muskie program started years ago. 

Again, I would like to congratulate Beau on making these 
great catches and hope he will catch his first fifty soon. 

April Lunker of the Month
Jay Dotson caught April’s Lunker of the month on April 29th 

from Stonewall Jackson Lake, West Virginia. Jay is a member of 
West Virginia Chapter 9 and has been a MI member for eight 
years. 

The week before, Jay 
received an invitation from 
his friend Ryan Walton to go 
out fishing and try out his new 
Ranger Boat.  The two friends 
headed out to Stonewall 
Jackson Lake the morning of 
the 29th to give the new boat 
a shakedown cruise and 
hopefully put a muskie or two 
in the boat. Jay told me that 
he will be working on Ryan to 
join MI. Early in the morning 
Jay boated a 34-inch muskie.  
“It was not a bad way to start 
off of the day,” Jay told me.  A 
few hours later Jay was cast-
ing his Bucher Tinsel-tail 
Bucktail and hooked into the 
53 inch monster. “I was told 
that it would have been a 

Seth Davis with a giant wintertime 
muskie from Melton Hill Lake.

Seth Davis releasing his 52.5 inch 
muskie that fell to a Bondy Bait.

 Beau Chumley with his 48.5 inch February 
Lunker of the Month caught trolling a 

crankbait in Melton Hill Reservoir.

Beau Chumley with the March Lunker of the 
Month this time caught from his home lake of 

Piedmont Reservoir in Ohio.

Jay Dotson with a long 53 incher 
caught casting a bucktail on 

Stonewall Jackson Lake in West 
Virginia. The fish earned him 
April’s Lunker of the Month.



state record if I would have had it verified. I just wanted to take a picture and let her swim away,” Jay stated.  He did not want to 
stress the fish. 

Congratulations to Mr. Jay Dotson on catching this fish of his lifetime and the April Lunker of the month.

May Lunker of the Month
Samantha Gerou caught our May Lunker of the month. 

Samantha is our first female member to capture a Lunker of 
the Month since November of 
2013. She has been a MI 
member since 2013 and this is 
also her third year targeting 
muskies. She grew up in a 
fishing family and has been 
fishing her entire life. 

Here is the story as Sam 
tells it.  “I was fishing with my 
boyfriend, Nick Day. We 
were targeting lakes on the 
Elk Chain in Michigan 
because I had a 53 incher 
come out from under the 
boat on a Medusa, but missed 

my bait and hit the leader about a week before I caught the 
55.75 incher. I didn’t want to go anywhere else because we 
knew that fish was there post spawn and our window to catch 
her was short. We were fishing pre-
frontal and had only been on the 
water for about 20 minutes when we 
landed her, so we decided to call it a 
day after that.”

Samantha gives credit to her boy-
friend Nick for her move into the 
hobby of muskie fishing.  She says, 
“The sport is challenging and catching 
a fish of that stature feels amazing 
and chasing these fish is what we love 
doing.”  Congratulations to Samantha 
on catching this fish of a lifetime. 

Other notes: 
If you have catches that you would like to have highlighted 

in the Lunge Log, please feel free to drop me a line.  We will see 
what can be done to get your significant catches or accomplish-
ments published here in the Lunge Log.
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Chapter Length Date Caught Lake County State Lure
1 Jim Chamberlin 12 44.00 6/29/2016 Boot Vilas WI Homemade Fly
2 Glenn Jaros 3 43.50 6/22/2016 Vermilion St. Louis MN Fly
3 Jim Chamberlin 12 42.50 7/1/2016 Long Vilas WI Homemade Fly
4 Jim Chamberlin 12 40.00 7/3/2016 Nokomis Oneida WI Homemade Fly
5 Jim Chamberlin 12 39.50 6/29/2016 Boot Vilas WI Homemade Fly
6 John Ringenbach 19 38.00 1/11/2016 James River Botetourt VA T Bone
7 Matt Dixon 64 35.00 2/6/2016 Allegheny River Clarion PA Homemade Fly
8 John Ringenbach 19 34.00 1/10/2016 James River Botetourt VA Renner Shad

Fly Fishing Top 25 for 2016 (As of 3/28/16)
 Rank / Member

Chapter Length Date Caught Lake County State Lure
1 Jared Green 65 47.00 6/27/2016 Pineview Reservoir Weber UT 22 Short Crankbait
2 Michael Floyd 57 46.50 6/21/2016 Lake Tapps Pierce WA Homemade Bucktail
3 Ed Fetzko 16 46.00 6/26/2016 Lake St. Clair Ontario ON Boss Shad
4 Ken Worel 15 45.75 6/11/2016 Mississippi River Itasca MN Zippity‐Do‐Dah
5 Michael Floyd 57 45.00 5/31/2016 Lake Tapps Pierce WA Homemade Bucktail
6 Kim Wagner 65 44.25 6/27/2016 Pineview Reservoir Weber UT Jerk Bait
7 Michael Floyd 57 44.00 5/6/2016 Mayfield Lake Lewis WA Rapala Jerk
8 Kim Wagner 65 44.00 6/17/2016 Pineview Reservoir Weber UT Jerk Bait
9 Timothy  Voeck 8 43.75 6/18/2016 Waubesa Dane WI Bucher Depth Raider
10 J. Dean Davis 19 43.50 7/3/2016 Lake St. Clair Ontario ON Tuff Shad
11 Michael Floyd 57 43.00 5/6/2016 Mayfield Lake Lewis WA Savagegear 4Play
12 Todd Berge 8 43.00 6/26/2016 Madison Chain Dane WI Custom‐made Bucktail
13 Timothy  Voeck 8 43.00 6/28/2016 Waubesa Dane WI Bucher Depth Raider
14 Corey Pettis 30 43.00 7/3/2016 Flambeau River Price WI Fat Bastarrd
15 Michael Floyd 57 43.00 7/5/2016 Lake Tapps Pierce WA Homemade Bucktail
16 Jason Davies 69 42.50 5/30/2016 North Lake Herkimer NY Custom‐made Bucktail
17 Jason Davies 69 42.25 6/11/2016 North Lake Herkimer NY Custom‐made Bucktail
18 Kim Wagner 65 42.25 7/8/2016 Pineview Reservoir Weber UT Tuff Shad
19 Steven Jeppesen 65 42.00 6/5/2016 Pineview Reservoir Weber UT Homemade
20 Jared Green 65 42.00 6/23/2016 Pineview Reservoir Weber UT Spinner
21 Kim Wagner 65 41.50 7/10/2016 Pineview Reservoir Weber UT Old Wooden Bait
22 Michael Floyd 57 41.00 5/6/2016 Mayfield Lake Lewis WA Savagegear 4Play
23 Sang Vang 8 41.00 6/8/2016 Monona Dane WI Savage
24 David Van Doorn 39 41.00 6/11/2016 Monona Dane WI Modivator
25 Jack Ketelhut 13 41.00 6/12/2016 Sand Sawyer WI Dream Catcher Bucktail

Hybrid Top 25 for 2016 (As of 5/23/16)
 Rank / Member

Chapter Length Date Caught Lake County State Lure
1 Kara Young 16 50.25 5/30/2016 Chautauqua Chautauqua NY Wiley Crank
2 Mason Shoffner Marzo 22 48.00 7/5/2016 Lake St. Clair Ontario ON Baker
3 Marlena Shoffner Marzo 22 48.00 7/7/2016 Lake St. Clair Ontario ON Ziggy
4 Adam Piantek 12 47.25 7/1/2016 Eagle Lake Ontario ON Homemade Surface
5 Allison Sisson 41 47.00 6/11/2016 Alum Creek Delaware OH Alley Cat
6 Alex Pellowski 12 47.00 6/14/2016 Wisconsin River Marathon WI Homemade Spinner
7 Sam Becker 3 47.00 6/20/2016 Vermilion St. Louis MN Medussa
8 Jake Evertz 21 47.00 7/3/2016 Metro Hennepin MN Kramer Bros
9 Mason Shoffner Marzo 22 47.00 7/7/2016 Lake St. Clair Ontario ON Ziggy
10 Luke Ault 41 46.50 6/19/2016 Alum Creek Delaware OH Alley Cat
11 Chase Rivera Rivera 23 46.50 6/22/2016 Clear Lake Ontario ON Grandma Crank
12 Luke Ault 41 46.50 6/26/2016 Alum Creek Delaware OH Lightning Shad
13 Mason Shoffner Marzo 22 46.50 7/12/2016 Lake St. Clair Ontario ON Storm
14 Joseph Reynolds 19 46.00 5/7/2016 West Branch Reservoir Portage OH Boss Shad
15 Luke Hopkins 28 46.00 6/18/2016 Lake St. Clair Ontario ON Ziggy
16 Jake Evertz 21 45.50 7/7/2016 Cass Beltrami MN Kramer Bros
17 Chase Gibson 9 45.00 5/24/2016 Stonewall Jackson Lake Lewis WV Double 10
18 Max Becker 3 45.00 6/4/2016 Vermilion St. Louis MN Shadillac
19 Jack Ward 50 45.00 6/25/2016 Chautauqua Chautauqua NY BM Shad
20 Mason Shoffner Marzo 22 45.00 7/4/2016 Lake St. Clair Ontario ON Baker
21 Mason Shoffner Marzo 22 45.00 7/6/2016 Lake St. Clair Ontario ON Baker
22 Mason Shoffner Marzo 22 45.00 7/10/2016 Lake St. Clair Ontario ON Boss Shad
23 Mason Shoffner Marzo 22 45.00 7/10/2016 Lake St. Clair Ontario ON Boss Shad
24 Drew Clegg 9 44.00 5/7/2016 Stonewall Jackson Lake Lewis WV Crane Bait
25 Marryn Willberg 46 44.00 6/5/2016 Elk Lake Clearwater MN Polish Shad

Juniors Top 25 for 2016 (As of 5/23/16)
 Rank / Member

Chapter Length Date Caught Lake County State Lure
1 William H Wright D.V.M 28 57.00 7/6/2016 St. Lawrence River Quebec QB Dadson Bullet
2 Lyle Lesetmoe 46 57.00 7/10/2016 Bemidji Beltrami MN Bucktail
3 Josh Borovsky 1 56.50 6/20/2016 Vermilion St. Louis MN Beaver
4 Brandon Schorle 39 56.00 6/19/2016 Lake St. Clair Ontario ON Stiletto
5 Erik Jacobson 21 55.00 7/9/2016 Mille Lacs Mille Lacs MN Fat Bastarrd
6 Stu McIntosh 1 54.50 6/19/2016 Lake Of The Woods Ontario ON Plastic / Miscellaneous
7 Dave Selle 21 54.50 7/7/2016 Vermilion St. Louis MN Rubber
8 Jay Scott Dotson 9 53.00 4/29/2016 Stonewall Jackson Lake Lewis WV Bucher Tinseltail
9 Jeremy Van Ert 4 53.00 5/31/2016 Green Bay Brown WI Rylure Tap Dancer
10 Rick Swain 42 53.00 6/5/2016 Webster Kosciusko IN Kickin Minnow
11 John C. Burnette 9 53.00 6/17/2016 French River Ontario ON Homemade Jerk
12 Keith Edberg 46 53.00 6/19/2016 Bemidji Beltrami MN Jr Cowgirl
13 Klaus Trieb 39 53.00 7/6/2016 Ottawa River Quebec QB Double 10
14 William H. Wright D.V.M 28 53.00 7/8/2016 St. Lawrence River Quebec QB Dadson Bullet
15 Seth Davis 52 52.50 1/27/2016 Melton Hill Lake Anderson TN Bondy Bait
16 Brian Ophus 46 52.50 6/29/2016 Plantagenet Hubbard MN Headlock
17 Shane Woller 62 52.25 6/27/2016 Wisconsin River Marathon WI Bucher Crank
18 Travis  Storch 8 52.00 4/10/2016 Melton Hill Lake Anderson TN Shallow Invader
19 Rick Swain 42 52.00 4/18/2016 Sawmill Lake Kosciusko IN Harasser
20 Mark BeBault 24 52.00 6/5/2016 Mississippi River Crow Wing MN Shadzilla
21 Brian Buehler 10 52.00 6/22/2016 Clear Lake Cerro Gordo IA Phantom Jerk Bait
22 Dave Wenzel 9 52.00 7/4/2016 Lake St. Clair Ontario ON Wiley Crank
23 John W Olson 4 52.00 7/6/2016 Poygan Winnebago WI Bucher Depth Raider
24 Mike Brister 46 52.00 7/10/2016 Bemidji Beltrami MN Cowgirl/Double Cowgirl
25 Jeff Micholic 62 51.75 5/16/2016 Menominee River Menominee MI Dyin Dawg

Men's Top 25 for 2016 (As of 7/14/16)
 Rank / Member

Chapter Length Date Caught Lake County State Lure
1 Samantha Gerou 47 55.75 5/31/2016 Elk Chain Antrim MI Hammer Lure
2 Tera Castillo 1 54.00 7/4/2016 Minnetonka Hennepin MN Headlock
3 Catherine Latoza 39 52.00 6/16/2016 Lake St. Clair Ontario ON Alley Cat
4 Tera Castillo 1 52.00 7/3/2016 Minnetonka Hennepin MN Headlock
5 Margie Hollnagel 12 51.50 7/8/2016 Lake Of The Woods Ontario ON Fat Bastarrd
6 Jennifer Martinez 19 49.00 5/28/2016 Chautauqua Chautauqua NY Boss Shad
7 Deborah S. Crossley‐Davis 19 48.00 6/25/2016 Lake St. Clair Ontario ON Bucher Baby Depth Raider
8 Jody Young 24 48.00 7/9/2016 Vermilion St. Louis MN Jake
9 Caitlin Worel 15 47.00 6/5/2016 Moose Itasca MN Bomber Long A
10 Natalie Fetzko 16 47.00 6/10/2016 Chautauqua Chautauqua NY Big Game Scuba Diver
11 Deborah S. Crossley‐Davis 19 47.00 6/30/2016 Lake St. Clair Ontario ON Muskie Train MX6
12 Margie Hollnagel 12 46.75 7/7/2016 Lake Of The Woods Ontario ON Fat Bastarrd
13 Connie Smith 6 46.25 5/29/2016 Holcombe Flowage Chippewa WI Jtail
14 Jennifer Martinez 19 46.00 6/2/2016 Chautauqua Chautauqua NY Marshad
15 Donna Ball 18 46.00 6/14/2016 Lake St. Clair Ontario ON Alley Cat
16 Pattie Miller 12 46.00 6/24/2016 Lake Of The Woods Ontario ON Candy Spin
17 Darlene Kelley 9 46.00 6/30/2016 Stonewall Jackson Lake Lewis WV Battle Shad
18 Nikki Swain 42 46.00 7/7/2016 Lake St. Clair Ontario ON St. Clair Hound
19 Nikki Swain 42 46.00 7/7/2016 Lake St. Clair Ontario ON St. Clair Hound
20 Kimberly Schultz 15 46.00 7/9/2016 Plantagenet Hubbard MN Physco Sister
21 Natalie Fetzko 16 45.50 6/10/2016 Chautauqua Chautauqua NY Boss Shad
22 Sharon Potvin 41 45.00 6/6/2016 Cassadaga Lake Chautauqua NY Tuff Shad
23 Donna Ball 18 45.00 6/15/2016 Lake St. Clair Ontario ON Rapala Crank
24 Catherine Latoza 39 45.00 6/21/2016 Lake St. Clair Ontario ON St. Clair Hound
25 Charlotte Fuchs 19 44.50 3/21/2016 Leesville Reservoir Carroll OH Muskellunch

Women's Top 25 for 2016 (As of 7/14/16)
 Rank / Member

Samantha Gerou 
releasing her nearly 56 

inch muskie.

Samantha Gerou holds her massive 
55.75 inch spotted muskie that was 

good for May’s Lunker of the Month.

(Tables continued on page 8)
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Chapter City State Muskies Points Avg.
1 David White 18 Moundsville WV 90 1,088 38
2 Jeff M. Hanson 8 Verona WI 59 685 37
3 Bill Andresky 16 Pittsburgh PA 48 598 38
4 John Cade 9 Clarington OH 51 590 38
5 Adam Andresky 16 Gibsonia PA 51 553 37
6 George Weber 56 Kettering OH 43 549 39
7 Jim Breeden 23 Ashtabula OH 51 482 35
8 Ed Fetzko 16 Jefferson Hills PA 40 443 37
9 Dave Wenzel 9 Beckley WV 38 434 37
10 Rick Swain 42 Upland IN 29 420 40
11 Robert A. Basic 23 Youngstown OH 42 392 35
12 Bob D Marshall 19 Bowerston OH 33 387 38
13 Michael Floyd 57 Auburn WA 40 374 35
14 Walter Krause 28 Collinsville IL 31 369 38
15 Charles R. Carpenter 9 Harrisville WV 26 288 37
16 Charles Schauer 12 Wisconsin Rapids WI 20 279 40
17 Ray H. Elkins 19 East Canton OH 23 275 38
18 Steve Ault 41 Hilliard OH 19 262 40
19 Mark Pauling 41 Fremont OH 18 239 39
20 Dave Selle 21 Lino Lakes MN 14 239 43
21 Denny Latoza 39 Burbank IL 27 239 35
22 James E. Cook 18 Belle Vernon PA 19 206 37
23 Corey Pettis 30 Ettrick WI 20 204 36
24 Mike Brister 46 Bemidji MN 12 196 42
25 Marc Grattan 56 Southgate KY 16 190 38

Men's Masters Division for 2016 (As of 7/14/16)
Rank / Member Name

Chapter City State Muskies Points Avg.
1 Nikki Swain 42 Upland IN 19 221 37
2 Catherine Latoza 39 Burbank IL 18 193 37
3 Deborah S. Crossley‐Davis 19 Coshocton OH 17 189 37
4 Charlotte Fuchs 19 No Canton OH 10 137 39
5 Margaret Pauling 41 Fremont OH 9 101 37
6 Vickie Banks 52 Wellington KY 5 62 38
7 Pattie Miller 12 Eagle River WI 4 56 40
8 Sharon Potvin 41 Baltimore OH 1 19 45
9 Sheila McCord 9 Roanoke WV 1 8 34

Women's Masters Division for 2016 (As of 7/14/16)
Rank / Member Name

Chapter City State Muskies Points Avg.
1 Donna Ball 18 Hopedale OH 11 103 35
2 Margie Hollnagel 12 Princeton WI 5 96 45
3 Kim Wagner 65 Roy UT 6 93 42
4 Tera Castillo 1 Saint Paul Park MN 4 89 48
5 Natalie Fetzko 16 Jefferson Hills PA 5 85 43
6 Darlene Kelley 9 Salem WV 6 82 40
7 Becky Hardy 2 Carlos MN 9 75 34
8 Lorie Scherf 35 Waukesha WI 6 66 37
9 Caitlin Worel 15 Garrison MN 3 56 45
10 Kay Moore 65 Roy UT 4 53 39
11 Jennifer Martinez 19 North Canton OH 2 43 48
12 Janet Carr 18 Hopedale OH 3 41 40
13 Jody Young 24 Brainerd MN 2 38 45
14 Samantha Gerou 47 Rapid City MI 1 30 56
15 Dawn Neighbor 41 Delaware OH 3 29 36
16 Brenda Dettloff 13 Couderay WI 2 29 40
17 Barb Neddo 12 Eagle River WI 2 27 40
18 Sandy Petrozzi 18 Wintersville OH 3 23 34
19 Amber Eakle 9 Davis WV 3 22 33
20 Connie Smith 6 Chippewa Falls WI 1 20 46
21 Claudette Kersten 13 Hayward WI 2 20 36
22 Kimberly Schultz 15 Walker MN 1 20 46
23 Christy Belleperche 19 Akron OH 3 19 32
24 Susan Roytek 6 Chippewa Falls WI 2 17 35
25 Kathy Lee Fleming 42 Leesbrg IN 1 17 43

Women's  Division for 2016 (As of 7/14/16)
Rank / Member Name

Chapter City State Muskies Points Avg.
1 Mason Shoffner Marzo 22 Pittstown NJ 19 262 40
2 Jack Ward 50 Duncannon PA 16 172 37
3 Chase Gibson 9 Philippi WV 13 158 38
4 Jake Evertz 21 Blaine MN 7 112 42
5 Luke Hopkins 28 Carol Stream IL 8 84 36
6 Adam Piantek 12 Shawano WI 5 84 43
7 Marlena Shoffner Marzo 22 Pittstown NJ 4 62 42
8 Adison Thompson 16 Franklin PA 7 58 34
9 Luke Ault 41 Hilliard OH 3 54 44
10 Alex Pellowski 12 Mosinee WI 4 48 38
11 Travis L Pettis 30 Ettrick WI 5 48 36
12 Marryn Willberg 46 Clearbrook MN 3 37 38
13 Ryan Baratta 3 Auburn NY 4 33 34
14 Zachary Scheuers 12 Princeton WI 3 33 37
15 Sam Becker 3 Mokena IL 2 33 43
16 Joseph Reynolds 19 Tuscarawas OH 2 30 41
17 Jacob Lenzini 3 Park Ridge IL 3 27 35
18 Fischer Smith 6 Chippewa Falls WI 3 26 34
19 Logan Magney 24 Little Falls MN 2 26 39
20 Drew Clegg 9 New Martinsville WV 2 24 38
21 Kara Young 16 New Castle PA 1 24 50
22 Connor Suliin 33 Duluth MN 2 24 38
23 Allison Sisson 41 Columbus OH 1 21 47
24 Chase Rivera Rivera 23 Streetsboro OH 1 21 47
25 Max Becker 3 Mokena IL 1 19 45

Juniors  Division for 2016 (As of 7/14/16)
Rank / Member Name

Chapter City State Muskies Points Avg.
1 Jim Chamberlin 12 Eagle River WI 4 63 42
2 John Ringenbach 19 Lakewood OH 2 20 36
3 Glenn Jaros 3 Chicago IL 1 18 44
4 Matt Dixon 64 Port Matilda PA 1 9 35

Fly Fishing Division for 2016 (As of 7/14/16)
Rank / Member Name

Chapter City State Muskies Points Avg.
1 Derek Wenzel 9 Marietta Oh 40 521 39
2 Ryan Smith 19 North Canton OH 45 494 37
3 Richard Fedewa 52 Campbellsville KY 33 481 41
4 Andy P. Schutz 8 McFarland WI 32 447 40
5 Beau Chumley 23 Hartville OH 41 432 36
6 Kevin Holland 49 Hammond  IN 41 425 36
7 Mike Woelfel 52 Ona WV 29 386 39
8 Sylvester Trunkett 19 North Ridgeville OH 27 353 39
9 Jeff Micholic 62 Wausau WI 30 353 38
10 Robbie Wilke 39 Plainfield IL 27 325 38
11 Sam Reichenbach 18 Cadiz OH 28 308 37
12 Eric Fleming 42 Leesbrg IN 19 293 41
13 Will Tolerton 19 Paris Oh 26 278 37
14 John C. Burnette 9 Morgantown WV 22 277 39
15 Jason Basic 23 Youngstown OH 27 277 36
16 Billy Wehrle 63 Charleston  WV 23 269 38
17 Paul Frustereo 19 Chardon OH 20 255 39
18 Michael Handlogten 47 Middleville MI 16 250 41
19 Bill Zonker 18 Bridgeport OH 25 246 36
20 Nicholas Weesies 17 Bolingbrook IL 22 225 36
21 Michael Hanson 8 Madison WI 17 209 38
21 Klaus Trieb 39 Hoffman Estates IL 12 209 43
23 Timothy  Voeck 8 Mc Farland WI 15 197 39
24 Mark Seys 41 Wallaceburg  Ont CN 14 186 39
25 Tony Piantek 12 Shawano WI 12 185 41

Men's Division for 2016 (As of 7/14/16)
Rank / Member Name

Month Member City/State Water Length (Inches)
January Seth Davis Hazard, KY Milton Hill Lake, TN 52.50
February Beau Chumley Hartville, OH Milton Hill Lake, TN 48.50
March Beau Chumley Hartville, OH Piedmont, OH 48.00
April Jay Scott Dotson Middlebourne, WV Stonewall Jackson Lake, WV 53.00
May Samantha Gerou Rapid City, MI Elk Chain, MI 55.75
June Josh Borovsky Maple Grove, MN Vermilion, MN 56.50
July William H Wright D.V.M Rochester, IL St. Lawrence River, QB 57.00
July Lyle Lesetmoe Shevlin, MN Bemidji, MN 57.00

2016 Muskies, Inc. Lunkers of the Month 



Northern Lights
One of the great pleasures of fishing in remote 

areas such as parts of northwestern Ontario or 
very northern Minnesota is the chance to see the 
Northern Lights. The shimmering, gently moving 
green glow on the northern horizon is truly a sight 
to behold. I will even go so far as to say that wit-
nessing them is a spiritual moment.

Periodically my good friend, long-time MI member, and former MUSKIE magazine editor, 
Kevin Richards, will drop me an email with photos from his fishing adventures. Kevin recent-
ly returned from a trip to Lake of the Woods where he and his fishing party shared a houseboat. 
Kevin said that they were blessed with seeing the Northern Lights not one night, but four! 

He captured this beautiful photo of the Aurora arcing across the sky one night (over one of 
the best spots on the lake: Never-Fail Island… Thanks, Keith Ogden!). Notice the green and 
purple colors. Without getting too nerdy on you, the Northern Lights are created when solar 
energy gets blasted toward Earth by the sun. The charged particles then interact with different 
elements in the atmosphere, mostly oxygen and nitrogen. The green and purple colors we see 
result from low-altitude oxygen and nitrogen atoms, respectively, becoming excited (and emit-
ting photons that we see as color) by the solar energy.

Fly Fishing
When I think of trends in muskie fishing I think of several things: Bulldawgs, Cowgirls, 9 

ft+ rods, Mille Lacs, St. Clair, Bondy Baits, just to name a few. Now, a trend doesn’t neces-
sarily mean it will go out of style, it just refers to a quick change in popularity for something 
such as a technique, lure, or location.

One of the current trends in our sport is the increasing popularity of fly fishing. 
I’m not entirely sure why this is. Perhaps people are looking at finding new ways of catching the fish they love. Perhaps it’s more 

about the hunt and pursuit using non-traditional equipment. Maybe it’s the highly tactile nature of the sport. Perhaps the sport is becom-
ing more appealing to a younger generation. Us non-fly fishers probably picture dainty fly rods and tiny dry flies being presented to 
tiny (but colorful!) trout somewhere high up in an alpine stream. Think, A River Runs Through It.

But grab just about any fly fishing magazine off the newsstands and it’s apparent this sport is hardcore. And some of the muskie flies 
people use are absurdly cool… not to mention gigantic.

I’ll be honest, there is great appeal to 
thought of stripping a huge streamer over a 
thick cabbage bed, watching a muskie inhale 
it, then strip-setting and going toe-to-toe with 
a giant muskie. Case in point, the article in 
this current issue about the potential world 
record 57 x 26.5 inch muskie has me wildly 
envious.

Note to self: ask wife for a 12-weight fly 
rod for Christmas.

Stay safe out there everyone! And remem-
ber: practice catch-and-release and wear your 
sunscreen!

- Sean
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Man-made reservoirs make up a large percentage 
of our fisheries.  These reservoirs have been 

constructed for drinking water, flood control and 
maintained to support recreational opportunities.  In 
my home state of Pennsylvania, most of our muskie 
fisheries are man-made.  While anglers ply these lakes 
with conventional tactics, many anglers overlook the 
excellent fly fishing that waits just over the dam.

While one could approach these fisheries with 
conventional tackle, fly fishing them offers a 

great introduction into that demographic of the sport.  
When it comes to equipment, you’ll want to begin 
with a 10-12 weight rod.  Rods of these weights are 
required not just to throw the large flies, but to properly 
fight the fish.  Many of these streams can be littered with brush and 
other hazards.  A 10-12 weight gives the angler the “muscle” to 
prevent fish from entering these hazards and potentially getting 
off.  Rarely is there much room for the fish to travel so a 350 to 
450 grain line will aid in controlling the fish, and help you make 
accurate casts in the tighter areas.

It is also important to select a sinking line.  While these streams 
will mostly be shallow water, a sinking line will get your fly 

down in the current.  Snags will happen, but just like trout fishing 
you can help prevent this by controlling the speed of your retrieve.  
Mid to large arbor reels are necessary to balance the large rods.  
However, the reel serves as line storage more than anything else.  
When you do hook up, one of the biggest errors anglers make is 
trying to reel the line back on to the reel.  Attempting this with a 
fish on in tight quarters will result is slack line and lost fish.  So, 
fight the fish just like a trout.  Strip the line.  Not only is this the 
best method to keep the fish on, but it is much more exhilarating 
than just reeling one in.

Fly anglers tend to be split on the subject of leaders.  Some choose 
wire while others prefer fluorocarbon.  I use fluorocarbon with 

a #5 stay lock.  A super Albright knot is my preferred knot to 
connect the fluorocarbon to the fly line.  However, the traditional 
“fly fishing knots” will work just as well.  I try to keep the length 
of these leaders to a maximum of 18” to aid in my figure eights.  
Generally you’ll be wading these streams so you have to use 
the length of the rod, and the shortness of the leaders, to your 
advantage.  

Making a solid figure-8 while standing waist deep in water 
is challenging.  However, it still has to be a consideration 

because muskies will follow right up to your kneecaps.  Assuming 
you can keep your knees from shaking too much to scare away 
the fish, plan your casts so you finish your cast with the end of 
your rod tip down river.  This will allow you to make a solid pull 
up past your body for the fish to follow.  Once you hit the limit of 
that pull do your best to make a wide circle and start the fly back 
down stream.  

The biggest challenge a new fly angler will face is the hook 
set.  From the first bluegill, we’ve been taught to jerk the rod.  

The “jerk” is fatal in fly fishing.  Instead you want to give several 
hard strips of the line.  So long as you maintain good sharp hooks, 
stripping hard and doing it a few times will sink the hook into the 
bony mouth of our quarry.  

So, why are these streams so productive?  Well, stocked fish 
escape through the spillways, and are able to make themselves 

a good home in the running waters below the lakes.  While these 
waterways support good forage, I have found that the fish in the 
streams tend to be more aggressive.  Figuring out the right cadence 
to strip the line will turn followers into biters.  The behavior of 
the fish that you encounter will dictate what speed to strip 
your line.  

Large, deep pools can be few and far between.  
However, these are the first places to 

investigate, as the lack of abundant deep 
water concentrates the muskie into these 
areas.  Areas like these generally form 
in the wider parts or the stream or near 
bends.  The constant flow keeps food 
flowing into the pools, which will keep 
the baitfish in the area as well. 

Dead falls or boulders will create 
slack water areas.  Being ambush predators, 

muskellunge will use the slack water to their advantage.  
In the slack a muskie doesn’t have to exert as much energy 
to hold its position; the fish will lay in wait for baitfish 
that enter the slack water or get pushed down the current 
breaks.  I approach these areas by first fishing the current 
breaks.  Cast upstream of the slack water, and work your 
fly tight to the cover to pull muskellunge out.  Normally 
fish that strike off of these areas hit immediately so it is 
important to maintain good line control.  Keep the line 
tight and your rod pointed towards the fly.  This way 
you can set the hook immediately when the fish strikes.
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verlookedOAn

pportunity
- Patrick E. Krumenacker

The streams and rivers below reservoirs are often home to good 
numbers of muskies that spill over dams. These can be great places 

to get your feet wet and give fly fishing for muskies a try!



If the break line doesn’t produce a bite, I will cast back into the slack 
water.  It is still important to keep your line slack free as you work 

it through the slack water.  Typically once I hit the faster water I pick 
up the speed of my retrieve to mimic what a real fish would do in that 
situation.  Many of the fish coming from deep in the slack water will be 
followers.  The increase in your retrieve can trigger the fish into biting.  
If the fish continues to follow remember to work it in so you’re finishing 
your retrieve down stream of your body.  That way you can make the 
hard pull up past your body to begin your figure-8.  

Careful consideration of landing fish has to be given when wading.  
My partners and I fish in teams, and bring a large landing net with 

us.  This is the safest way to land a fish while wet wading.  The worst 
thing you can do is beach a fish on solid ground.  If you have to beach 
a fish, bring a large garbage bag with you.  Your partner can wet the 
garbage bag and lay it on the ground.  Wetting the bag eliminates the 
chance of the fish losing its slime coating or hurting itself on the hard 
rocks that typically line the streams.  

Carry your typical release tools as well.  The most important tool 
is the jaw spreader.  Muskies in these streams attack the flies with 

reckless abandon.  That combined with the supple body of the fly leads 
to the whole fly being inside of the fish’s mouth.  Jaw spreaders allow 
you to safely remove the fly without causing harm to the fish.  Many fly 
anglers pinch down the barbs on the hook to help remove the fly easier.  
I can personally attest to the fact that a barbless hook does not result in 

lost fish.  Keep the line tight, and you will land these fish.

Fly angling is the fastest growing demographic in muskie 
fishing, and for good reason.  The thrill of landing a brute on a fly is unparalleled.   Targeting them in small streams 

generated by our man-made lakes provides an opportunity for anglers to be successful right out of the gate.  So, begin 
investigating the streams below your reservoirs.  Not all streams are created equal, but chances are there is one nearby 
that will have the credentials to be a great muskie fishery.
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My favorite time to fish muskies is spring and fall.  
When the weather gets hot I would prefer to fish with 
my kids for other species or do chores I have neglected 
during spring and most certainly will neglect come fall.  
I have been able to land more muskies during spring 
and fall because many populations of muskies concen-
trate heavily at these times.  Earlier in my life, summer 
muskie fishing was always productive for me.  As my 
life steadily became busier with the continual accumu-
lation of responsibility, my attempts to most effectively 
spend my available resources progressed at the same 
rate.  Gradually, my time on the water gravitated to-
wards spring and fall.  

Recently though, my work situation has changed 
and allowed me more availability to guide, which, 
of course, requires more summer hours on the water.  
Also, my desire to video effective muskie strategies for 
every season has me out more during mid to late sum-
mer.  Combining what I learned in my youth, putting in 
countless 16-hour days in the blistering sun, and with 
my more recent need for efficiency has allowed me to 
become more successful during July and August.  I do 
this by carefully selecting the waters I fish and the tac-
tics I use.  

Deep North Country Lakes
During the Dog Days of summer, if I am going to 

fish a lake, I only fish lakes that are fairly deep, clear, 
and cool in northern WI, central, and northern MN.  My 
cutoff is roughly 46 degrees North latitude.  Living at 
about the 45 degree line, these lakes are not as acces-
sible as I would like them to be (a problem many of us 
face).  To increase my odds of picking the right water 
for the trip, I keep accurate records of my time on about 
a dozen lakes that I have become very familiar with. I 
can then match my past successes to current conditions 
in order to increase my probability of repeated success.  

My favorite Dog Day summer lakes are those that hold slightly cooler water during the dead of summer and those in which the 
muskies just seem to “turn on” in the sweltering heat.  If I am looking for a prime summer water that is new to me, I usually look for size 
(no smaller than 1,000 surface acres), depth (at least 20% of the basin at or over 40’ deep), and clarity (8’ or better without dark tint that 
would absorb heat).  Of course, exceptions do exist, but if time is limited these guidelines help.

By mid to late summer, muskie location in these waters is almost always main lake relating to forage.  Most commonly in these lakes, 
forage consists of yellow perch, white suckers, ciscoes, and panfish.  The habits of these various forage types mean a great deal in terms 
of predicting muskie location.  Determining which types are present and most prevalent is crucial in saving time and maximizing effi-
ciency.  Lake surveys conducted by the Wisconsin and Minnesota DNRs can be easily accessed online and studied before leaving home.  
These are prime sources of accurate information that can be used to make predictions of what muskies are feeding on.

The next step is to examine a map of the given lake to predict where this forage will be located. Suckers and panfish are easier to 
predict.  Yellow perch and white suckers typically relate to the bottom, moving around structure and cover and following paths from 
one element to the next in search of food.  Bluegills and crappies often suspend during mid to late summer, but they usually suspend in 
a manner related to cover and structure, typically no more than 40 yards from a deep weed edge or hard bottom reef.  Ciscoes are much 
trickier because they are pelagic and during summer almost strictly relate to food that consists mainly of insect larvae, emerging ter-
restrial insects, and plankton.  Emerging midges, caddis, and mayflies with schools of surface feeding ciscoes splashing will be a visual 
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- Adam M. Glickman

Dog Day 
Muskies

Author, Adam Glickman, 
performs a boatside figure-8.



indication of their presence over a basin, but this is the exception 
not the rule.  For the most part, this is a grind-it-out search with 
electronics and waypoints to determine a certain depth range, if 
one exists.  The rewards for this can be huge as the muskies that 
follow ciscoes all year are often the biggest in the system.  

Despite the maximum muskie size that ciscoes can support, I 
often prefer to fish lakes lacking ciscoes.  These lakes also pro-
duce huge fish, and I can be confident my presentations are in their 
wheelhouse without straining through vast expanses of open water.  
On any given day, this increases my odds of experiencing action.  
In sucker/panfish lakes, even if the bite is suspended, it is usu-
ally near cover and structural elements.  Of course, muskies in 
lakes with ciscoes will also relate to panfish and suckers, but the 
suspicion that I am not fishing the largest or most concentrated 
muskies in a lake will often start to eat away at me, mess with my 
confidence, and throw me off of my “A-Game”.  This is rare for 
me though and the presence of ciscoes and giant pelagic muskies is 
just something that often exists and needs to be dealt with.  

In lakes lacking ciscoes, main lake reefs, islands, and points 
nearest the largest basins are where I spend most of my time.  I 
prefer them to have vegetation, cribs, or chunk rock and boulders 
from softball up to diameters of 3-4’.  If nothing but sand and 
gravel are available, that will work, but forage and muskies will 
tend to be more scattered.  In these waters, I tend to stray no more 
than 40 yards from the cover or structure edge.  I will fish the same 
places in lakes with ciscoes as well, but I will also work in some 
more effort out over the basin until I determine the most effective 
approach. 

The depth at which I target muskies depends on forage loca-
tion and water temperature.  Many people argue that the muskies 
will be wherever the forage is regardless of water temperature, and 
while I agree with this, I think the best chance at eliciting a strike 
from a muskie is where forage location meets prime physiological 
conditions.  Muskies in water above 78° F are usually much less 
likely to strike than muskies in 68-74° F.  Therefore 68-74° F wa-
ter combined with forage is what I am looking for.  Usually, most 
forage is seeking these temperatures as well.  If the surface of the 

LOOK FOR ALL CHAOS TACKLE PRODUCTS AT A TACKLE STORE NEAR YOU. 
chaostackle.com | esoxassault.com | customxlures.com | bigmamalures.com

E
sox Assault  Assault Stick Rods Custom X Lures  Big Mama Lures 
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(Continued on page 14)

water goes above 74° F, I begin to look for cooler water using my 
Cline Finder, which is a digital temperature display with a probe 
on a spooled cord.  Lakes often warm unevenly so I take a reading 
at every spot I fish to determine my target depth.  Once I become 
aware of the depths the forage is using I match that depth range 
with the desired temperature depth range, to find what I call the 
intersect range.  For instance, if bluegills are schooling heavily just 
off the edge of a weedy reef at 5-15’ deep over 25’ of water and the 
water at 8’ deep is 74° F and 68° F at 24’, I will target the zone that 
is 8-15’ beneath the surface as best I can.  

I find the best lures are those I have confidence in and run at the 
desired depth.  Past that, I don’t think it matters much.  When the 
surface doesn’t exceed 74° F and shallow forage is present, stan-
dard shallow water stuff is fine.  Surface lures, minnow baits, and 
glide baits produce the most action for me.  I like Manta Hang 10s 
from River Run, Roves from Water Beast, and 8” Surface Twitches 
from Big Game.  For Depths of 8-24’, diving, suspending, and 
sinking lures are best.  For targeting depths past 16’, I don’t use 
anything that doesn’t sink.  Double D’s, Triple D’s, weighted Bob-
bie Baits, Red October Tubes, and Mega Wraiths from Water Beast 
Tackle are my favorites.  I typically don’t vertically jig during 
summer.  I also prefer casting to trolling, but skilled trollers can 
really cash in during the heat of summer when fish push deep.  Jig-
ging can be excellent as well, but a very good idea of exact muskie 
location is necessary.

In extremely clear healthy waters, deep sand-grass flats in 18-
26’ are a favorite of mine in the few waters I know them to exist.  
Sand grass grows in dense mats across the bottom that consists of 
many thin yet sturdy stalks.  The plant has a strong skunky odor.  
The mats are often huge, sprawling horizontally in every direction 
taking on any shape based on favorable bottom conditions.  They 
rise off the bottom 1-4’ thick and stay green even underneath the 
ice.  Whether or not they shrink back come winter I don’t know.  
Lanes form between the mats creating cover edges and key am-
bush points.  In lakes with good sand grass, it seems that almost 
every type of fish likes to use it; either cruising its lanes, working 
directly on top of it, or suspending above it.  At the depths it grows, 
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the water is typically cooler so it will hold active fish even in the dead of summer.  Any presentation worked just above the mats at about 
12’ is usually best.  

Chasing open water schools of ciscoes and the muskies that feed on them all season can be a daunting task but it is often the best way 
to target the biggest muskies in a lake.  By mid to late summer, ciscoes are usually roaming open water basins from the surface down 
to about 30’.  Typically, ciscoes (preferring the cooler water) will be on the deeper end of that range, but they can and will come into 
upper levels for brief periods to gorge on emerging insect hatches such as midges, caddis, and mayflies. Such hatches are about the only 
time one gets to see feeding ciscoes.  Most of the time, they are feeding on much smaller organisms lower in the water column and go 
unnoticed by anglers except for those paying close attention to their electronics.  

I think open water muskies like to push ciscoes upwards.  When they are near structure in late fall muskies like to push them into 
breaklines.  I have seen muskies strike my lures pinning them right into the sand and gravel.  In open water, the ciscoes are already 
usually in the top half of the water column, so the closest barrier for muskies to push them to is the surface, which often an over-

looked barrier because it is not hard like the 
lakebed.  Muskies like to feed on fish and 
other water creatures on the surface because 
it takes away about half the directions the 
prey could move to escape.  Many people 
like to fish the edge of ciscoe schools but I 
like to fish 3-5’ directly above them, because 
it makes my lure look like it is straying in 
the direction the muskies prefer it to go.  Of 
course, this is all easier said than done, and I 
am happy casting when I am anywhere near 
a school.  Trolling is a more efficient way to 
cover open water and pattern a certain range 
ciscoes are using, if one exists.  However, 
both trolling and casting open water can get 
to be tedious, and raising a muskie or two on 
a slow day can go a long way towards keep-
ing my mind in the game.  

Rivers and Streams
The rivers I typically fish are those across 

WI and MN, and many of them have the po-
tential for excellent action during July and 
August.  During the Dog Days, the rivers I 
look for are those that have a lot of ground 
water influence and seldom exceed 75° F 
even during the hottest weather, shaded 
streams that run through tall forests, and riv-
ers that run long stretches (at least 50 miles) 
without being dammed.  These all have the 
potential to stay under 76° F most of the time 
and, therefore, have the most active muskies.  
In fact, it seems that in some of these waters, 
muskies are just itching for the warmest wa-
ter of the year to really get going.  Rivers 
that spend a lot of time at 78° F and above 
are generally going to have poorer Dog Day 
action, unless they have cool water tributar-
ies where active muskies can be picked off 
from time to time.  

Season and water temperature are ex-
tremely important in determining river 
muskie location and activity level.  Again 
many people hold fast to the principle of 
finding forage to find muskies, and while I 
partially agree with this, I maintain that find-
ing the intersection of forage location and 
prime water temperature is key to eliciting 
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The author engages in battle 
with a muskie when water 

temperatures were within the 
optimum physiological range.

a strike.  Anybody who has read up on muskies can find muskies.  
There is plenty of information out there, it is easily accessible, and 
most of it is accurate.  I think muskie location is very predictable 
more often than not.  The challenge of inducing a strike from a 
muskie is what makes them tough to catch.  Therefore “find the 
forage, find the muskies” does little for me especially in rivers.  
Redhorse suckers don’t stress at 80° F, muskies do.  At that tem-

perature, an area of a river can have 1,000 redhorse, and even if 
muskies are present, the likelihood of getting one to commit to 
a strike is slim.  Find a cool water inlet on the same river at the 
same time, and even if the local forage density is comparatively 
sparse, the chance of finding a muskie willing to strike increases 
exponentially.  

For me, figuring out which rivers have the most active muskies 
during July and August is a matter of homework, scouting, and trial 
and error.  I do fishing homework year round.  I study paper maps, 
Goggle maps, USGS (U.S. Geological Survey) maps, real time 
water data, weather.com, fisheries surveys, regulation booklets, 
fishing reports, and anything else I can get my hands on.  Predict-
ing which rivers will have more ground water is tricky, but I start 

by identifying muskie rivers in areas with lots of trout streams.  
Sometimes the muskie river has lots of trout streams flowing into 
it or is a trout stream itself, but this is not necessary since as the 
area is likely rich in cool ground water.  Smaller shaded streams 
and streams uninterrupted by dams can easily be found by study-
ing maps.  

Rivers with long uninterrupted stretches have huge daily tem-
perature swings, as they heat quickly on hot sunny days and cool 
quickly at night and on isolated cooler overcast days.  A river of 
this type can range from 73° F first thing in the morning to 84° F in 
the afternoon, during periods of hot sunny days.  This gives only a 
narrow window of prime temperatures in the morning.  Throw in 
a cool, cloudy, rainy day though; and the entire next day could be 
excellent.  The longer a river has stressful conditions, the better the 
action will be when prime physiological temperatures are reached.

Scouting and fishing is the next step.  Some days, I just drive 
around a certain region on a hot late July day parking briefly on the 
sides of various bridges on different rivers and different stretches 
of the same river to lower my Cline Finder down to the waters be-
low (its cord is over 100’ long).  It is amazing how much variance 
there can be between rivers, and even on different stretches of the 
same river.  Once I find a river that isn’t smoking hot (not over 76° 
F), I will fish it and see what shakes loose.  Results are certainly 
hit or miss, but rivers that produce well during the dead of summer 
are usually consistent producers, while the others are steadily poor.  
In other words, it is pretty easy to establish a list of gems, even if 
the list is short.  

Dog Day river muskies often move into shallower faster water 
due to higher oxygen levels and more passive water flow over the 
gills.  The juicier looking water usually holds fewer fish than it 
does during cooler water months, and there is usually much more 
of the fast shallow stuff than the traditional good looking stuff.  
Therefore, it is often trickier to pinpoint muskie location.  For this 
reason, I like noisy straight-retrieve topwaters (anything but creep-
ers and wobblers).  They work over the shallow, often rocky water, 
with ease and muskies can home in on them from a long way away.  
I fish them fast and cover a lot of water. If I find an area below 
a long shallow rocky elevation change that forms a deeper pool 
directly below, I hit it more thoroughly with Mantas, Roves, and 
Surface Twitches as well.  These areas have good oxygen pouring 
in and deep-water refuge, and muskies often congregate at the ex-
treme up-current end of the pool where the water rushes in.  

Dog Day Considerations
Hot weather brings with it lots of nasty bugs.  I recommend cov-

ering up with long sleeves, pants, neck scarves, hats, bandanas, 
socks, closed toe shoes, and fingerless gloves.  Does it suck to 
wear this stuff at 85° F?  Yes it does, but it is better than getting 
eaten alive.  Being covered in clothing also reduces the risk of 
severe sunburn and heat stroke.  Use sunscreen.  I also recommend 
drinking plenty of water.  An even greater danger is the danger 
warm air and water pose muskies that are hooked, fought, landed, 
and released.  Please fight muskies as quickly as possible, have 
release tools ready, unhook with muskie in the water, and remove 
from the water only long enough to snap a few photos.  

Stay safe this summer and have fun.  See you on the water.  



In 2014, we decided to bring the fly shop to the big muskie expo 
in Saint Paul, Minnesota where we met the next muskie maniac in 
this story - Ben Olsen. Ben has been guiding and chasing muskies 
on fly fishing gear for the last 15 years. Ben stopped by our booth, 
the only fly fishing booth amidst the world of gear, to chat muskies 
on the fly. Ben was very intrigued with the idea and had already 
toyed with it a little bit, and after chatting for a while he was ready 
to get set up for fly fishing. My good friend Russ took Ben out on 
the water to show him how these flies can swim so differently in 
the water than some of the other lure presentations. Ben was in the 
shop a week later getting set up with a rod, reel, and line to chase 
muskies on the fly. 

Since then, Ben, Gabe, Russ and I have been chasing muskies on 
the fly on and off through the summer when he has a free day and 
room in his boat. We put days in on Leech, Minnetonka, up north 
by Duluth and on Mille Lacs as well. Fast forward to November 
2015, Gabe had been up on Mille Lacs with Ben on November 
6th, 7th and 8th chasing giant fall muskies and had a few fish up to 
the boat and a nice 46 inch fish in the bag. Gabe calls it the Mille 
Lacs 50 pound lotto. I couldn’t make it up that weekend but they 
still had room in the boat so I drove up early Monday morning No-
vember 9th to meet Ben and Gabe at the boat ramp on Mille Lacs. 
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I was born and raised in Bozeman Montana and moved to Min-
nesota four years ago. I had been guiding fly fishing for 14 years, 
seven years in Alaska and seven more in Montana. Trout were my 
normal focus and I caught plenty of them. The last five or so years 
in Montana I was dedicated to chasing big brown trout, numbers 
didn’t matter to me anymore, finding that monster is what I want-
ed. My second to last year there I caught my best brown trout, a 26 
inch, 9 pounder.  

A good friend of mine from Minnesota called about a year later 
and told me that Bob Mitchell’s Fly Shop was for sale and my 
wife and I gave it some thought and we decided to buy the shop. 
Moving to Minnesota to purchase Bob Mitchell’s Fly Shop was 
perfect for me: all new species of fish, new bodies of water to 
explore, and new tactics to use. Two of my good friends here in 
Minnesota have been dedicated muskie hunters with fly rods and 
as soon as I moved here I knew it was the fish I wanted to pursue. 
Gabe Schubert and Russ Gontarek took me under their wings and 
showed me everything they knew about muskies on the fly. We 
put tons of days on the water, both rivers and lakes.  The first year 
I was here I had hooked a few dozen muskies but only managed 
to get three in the net, one at 40 inches. The next few years we 
hooked up and landed some nice fish and my best was a 49.5 inch 
St. Croix muskie.

World Record Muskie 
     on the Fly

- Robert Hawkins

Catching a 57 inch muskie 
is a feat of excellence on 
normal tackle, but while fly 
fishing is downright incred-
ible. The video for Robert’s 
unbelievable catch – from 
hook-up to netting – can 
be seen on the website for 
Field and Stream magazine.



We put out on the water at first light.  It was only supposed to 
blow about 9 mph that day but the wind was blowing at a steady 
20 mph. We fished a few reefs that morning and Ben decided to 
head to a farther reef where he had seen some big fish in fall in past 
years. Explaining the reef to us on his graph we threw two big drift 
socks out and began cruising the break line.  

It was around 10:30 AM. The wind and sun were at our backs. 
We were casting with the wind along the break line. Ben was fish-
ing out of the front of the boat, Gabe was on the trolling motor 
keeping the right position and I was casting out of the back of the 
boat. 

About four minutes into the drift I saw a large white mouth open 
up right where my fly was, so I strip set my fly line three times 
until it tightened up on the fish. The “strip set” is key when fly 
fishing for muskies. You don’t reel line to tighten up to a fish like 
you would with other gear. You literally have to hand pull the line 
in to tighten up and land the fish. The fish ate coming straight at the 
boat, and continued towards the boat after being hooked. She made 
a right turn at the boat and headed toward the bow, shook her head 
about five times and I managed to get her turned back around dur-
ing those head shakes. After getting her turned back around Ben 
was right there ready with the net and in she went, only 17 seconds 
after hooking her. 

When Ben first saw the size of her head shaking he yelled “Oh 
my God!” and I knew right then it was an absolute giant fish. Ben 
has had plenty of 50 inch fish up to his boat over his muskie career 
and had even boated this same size fish on fly gear back in 2010. 
So for him to be in amazement of a fish I knew she was going to 
be big. 

After Ben put her in the net, I was still in shock that I didn’t 
even want to go over by the net. You can see in the video on You-
Tube how in shock I was. Ben called me over and said, “You just 
changed the game, you just caught the world record muskie on the 
fly.” 

I managed to stumble over to the net to take a peek. It was so 
much bigger than the 49.5 I caught a few years back. We kept her 
in the net and decided how we were going to go about taking good 
care of her as we got photos and put her on the bump board. What’s 

(Pomme de Terre and our Ad Manager) guided his
granddaughter Kadence to her first muskie, a beautiful 44

incher from Lake of the Woods. Kadence even helped paint the
crankbait that she used and she marked it with her initials 
before the trip. Take a kid muskie fishing and make some 

memories!

Kevin Richards

  looks happy to have landed this 51.5” 
muskie while fishing in Minnesota.

Robert Miller

took this interesting picture towards the end of a 
day trolling on Lake St. Clair. Looking for 

interesting lines and lighting pays off while you 
wait for that “rip”.

Jason Kline
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Hawkins’ 57 x 26.5 inch 
muskie will go down as one 
of the largest ever caught on 
fly rod, if not THE largest.

(Continued on page 18)



crazy is none of us were calling out length before she hit the bump 
board. Usually you will say that it’s at least 52, or “Holy cow that 
has to be at least 54!”, but we didn’t say a word until she was on 
the board, we just knew she was huge. 

Once on the board her tail perfectly hit the 57 mark and a girth 
of 26.5 inches, she was a very nicely shaped fish with a dark com-
plexion, not the usual blonde look a lot of Mille Lacs fish have. 
Ben said it was a very unique muskie. We got a couple of quick 
pictures and got her back in the water. After a minute or so she 
swam back off into the depths of Mille Lacs. After letting her go 
we sat in the boat in silence for probably an hour shaking our heads 
in disbelief. There was only one way to make that day better and 
decided to keep fishing. We only saw one other fish that day right 
at dusk, probably a mid-40’s fish or so. I drank plenty of beer that 
evening and drove back to run the shop early Tuesday morning. 

To fish these big fall muskies on big water we are using 11 or 12 
weight fly rods and sinking tip fly line. A large arbor fly reel that 
fits a 10-11 weight fly rod is perfect. One of our favorite set ups 
for the price is the Redington Predator Fly Rod which retails for 
$250, a Sage 2210 Fly Reel that retails for $159 and the Scientific 
Anglers Fly Line that retails for $79.95. So all said and done you 
are not in that deep for a decent set up. We use wire and a stay lock 
snap to connect to the fly. We tie all of our custom muskie flies here 
at the shop and have them for sale. 

If you would like to drop by our shop and chat some more, I’d be 
more than happy to answer any of your questions!

[Editor’s Note: Robert’s fly shop is located at the following address 550 
Vandalia St., #119, St. Paul, MN 55114. The shop’s phone number is 651-770-
5854 or you can reach Robert by email at robert@bobmitchellsflyshop.com. 
Visit their website at www.BobMitchellsFlyShop.com. Here, too, is the YouTube 
URL to see the amazing footage of Robert’s catch: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=Tzt2OYe889s]
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New member, Kim Schultz, caught an interestingly marked 
46” muskie in July of 2016 in northern Minnesota. Her 
partner Brian (pictured above) recalled a similar fish he’d 
caught in the same lake, and after looking up the picture, 
sure enough it was the exact same fish at 44” from 5 years 

ago. Catch and release works!

Kim Schultz

better known as “Musky Hunter Hans” - loves to share 
his passion for muskie fishing, and his positive spirit for 

overcoming challenges.

Corey Hanson

(Penn-Jersey) with 
a nice muskie 

which he landed 
fly fishing in 

Pennsylvania. The 
backlight through 
the fins makes for 

an interesting 
effect.

Jim Carney

Still frames from GoPro footage showing guide Ben 
Olsen capturing photos of Hawkins’ epic catch.

The giant heads back to 
stalk more Mille Lacs reefs.

Brian



I write this article with some hesitation because I am a 
fishing guide, but I believe hiring the right fishing guide is 
worthy of discussion.  It’s been a while since I’ve hired a 
guide myself, but I remember doing research and speak-
ing with several guides before making a decision. Usually 
it just came down to a certain feel that I would get from 
the individual, but there are many   specialties and accom-
plishments that guides these days can cite to help build the 
case for hiring them. Now that I’m on the other side of the 
fence, I realize a few things about the profession that I did 
not know. In this article I’ll write about some important 
elements to look for in hiring the right guide for you. 

Why Hire a Guide?
You may hire a guide to learn more about muskie fish-

ing in general, to learn a specific body of water, for enter-
tainment, traveling, you don’t have a boat, or because you simply 
just want to turn your brain off and fish! There are good guides 
and bad guides, even excellent ones and God awful ones as well. 
What makes a guide great or terrible is defined differently by each 
client and their goals and desires. I know some guys who have 
gotten away from the large monthly boat payment, shaved down 
their tackle collections and have taken to hiring guides a few times 
a month. The costs of running your own rig with nice equipment 
is just about the same as the cost of hiring a guide a couple times a 
month. These folks have stated that they would rather hit the water 
with somebody who is dialed in and experienced a couple times a 
month than starting from scratch once every week or two. This ap-
proach isn’t for everybody, but these guys are hiring good guides 
that they form solid, honest relationships with. So how do you find 
the great guides out there?

Do Some Research
It has become very easy to research guides these days on the 

internet. A lot of muskie fishermen are very proficient with social 
media like Facebook and Twitter and many frequent the popular 
muskie based forums that discuss all things muskie. These are 
great avenues to obtain names of guides for areas that you are in-
terested in fishing. If there is a post simply stating “Does anybody 
have any good recommendations 
for a guide in the (XYZ) area?” it 
will almost certainly have many 
responses. Typically, you will 
see a trend and the same names 
will appear. There is nothing like 
a good old fashioned “word-of-
keyboard” cyber referral. 

After getting a few names on 
your radar it is good to snoop 
around a bit online by look-
ing at the guides’ websites, so-
cial media accounts, or simply 
type their name into an internet 
search engine like Google. Try 
typing their name with the word 

“muskie” attached to it. You should be able to get an idea if they’re 
running a legitimate guide service. A few things that would indi-
cate a guide that is running a legitimate guide service would be to 
see things like LLC or Licensed and Insured. Different states re-
quire different licensing for guides, some states do not require any 
licensing. Typically, you can get a feel for whether or not the guide 
has been doing this for a while and is taking their business seri-
ously. Looking through their pictures and referrals on their website 
should give you a good feel for how successful they may be as an 
angler and a guide. 

Getting To Know the Person
In this day and age it’s easy to feel like you know somebody 

fairly well without having ever met them in person. Chatting on-
line, text messages, and emails are all very common ways that I 
communicate with clients. They are all effective and convenient 
ways to communicate details like dates, locations, cost, and other 
things. You even get a feel for what the other person’s personality 
may be like. However, there is nothing like a phone call or even a 
face-to-face conversation at a sport show or fishing shop. I firmly 
believe that it’s a great idea to have at least a short conversation 
with a potential guide to see if this person sounds like somebody 
you’d like to share a boat with for the better part of a day. 
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Guide Shopping
- Ryan McMahon

(Continued on page 20)

The author with a chunky fish on 
a beautiful summer day.



W h e n 
having a 
c o n v e r s a -
tion with 
a poten-
tial guide, 
it’s a good 
idea to ask 
a few ques-
tions that 
will require 
a little more 
than just a 
clichéd an-
swer. This 
will give 
you an idea 
of what the 

conversation may be like throughout the day when you’re fishing 
together. I’ve had conversations with potential clients that range 
from three minutes to an hour on the phone. No matter how brief or 
extensive the talks are, I get a feel for this person’s personality and 
what they are looking for in a guide trip. Even if we don’t end up 
fishing together I will almost always remember the potential client 
that I’ve talked with vs. the guy I shared a couple emails with. 

What Questions to Ask?
There are a ton of important questions to ask about dates, rates, 

and gear among other thing, but you are also trying to obtain infor-
mation on what your day will be like with the potential guide. One 
thing I would recommend is to not set the guide up to answer with 
a positive cliché answer. 

Here is an example of setting a guide up for a positive answer: 
Q: “Is late June a good time of year in your area?” 
A: “Yes, it’s one of my favorite times of year to fish around 
here.”
Here are a couple alternative ways to get an answer to the same 
question that will require a more thoughtful response: 
Q: “What is your favorite time to fish in this area?”
Q: “What type of presentations are you using in late June?”

Even if you know you can only make the trip in late June (or 
any time period) it’s good to get an honest idea of what the fishing 
will be like that time of the season. Guides will put their own spin 
of salesmanship on their answers if they know you are looking for 
certain answers. It may not be that we are trying to be misleading, 
but if you told me that you only had a chance to fish a certain time 
of year, my brain would remember all of the success we’ve had 
that time of year and I might even send you a few pictures of fish 
from years past that came from that week. However, if you asked 
me if it was my favorite time of year to fish muskies, I’d probably 
have three other months that I’d list before that. 

This is something to think about when asking questions to po-
tential guides. You don’t need to overthink it and try to deceive 
them, but try not to put words in their mouth by setting them up 
with easy answers. This will ultimately benefit you, the client, and 
make your experience that much better.

“What Type of Guide Are You?”
I’ve written about online research and verbally getting to know 

the guide before making a selection. These two ideas are not ground 
breaking or outside of the box ideas to most, I realize that, but no 
matter which way you go about choosing a guide you should think 
about what your goals are for the trip and determine which guide 
gives you the best shot at realizing them for you. 

Some guides might be known more for numbers of fish caught, 
while others are known more for catching big fish. The big fish 
guys are typically going to have more days throughout the year 
that end with a goose egg on the score board, but when they do get 
bit, man look out because you could be on the local news! Now, we 
all like big fish but if you’re taking out a first timer or a kid that has 
an interest in muskie fishing, maybe it’s more appropriate to bring 
them to a situation where it’s more likely you’ll be contacting fish 
throughout the day rather than hoping to have one big encounter. 

Some guides may be primarily casting guides and others may be 
primarily trollers. This is good information to know before signing 
up for a day with them. Other guides may troll exclusively at one 
time of the year and cast during others. All of this should be clear 
when booking a trip. 

Some guides may be better at teaching and educating. Their 
patience threshold will be higher with anglers that are just figur-
ing out how to use a baitcasting reel or learning to figure-8. Other 
guides may not be as eager to teach people the fundamentals. This 
is a reason why the potential client should be honest about skill 
level and the guide should be honest about their patience level. 
If it’s not a good match, then maybe the guide will recommend 
someone else that does have the patience to teach from the ground 
up. Or they might suggest a time of year that is more conducive 
to beginners.  

I talk with many fellow guides and we like to make sure that 
we are meeting expectations of the clients. The best way for us to 
accomplish this is to know these expectations from the beginning. 
After all, the purpose of a guide service is to provide guidance and 
entertainment for the clients, to make sure they have fun and are 
safe on waters that they may not know. We are also here to teach, 
to instill confidence in the angler, and to give them a better chance 
at success than if they were out on their own. 

If you can find a guide that will do all of these things, you have 
found yourself a good guide. Definitely don’t hesitate to ask ques-
tions, before, during or even after your trip. The most important 
part is to have fun!
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Logan Berg with his very first muskie.

Hiring an experienced guide is worth its weight in gold. 
Certainly the father and son duo of Logan (left) and 

Todd (right) Berg don’t regret it!
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Kim Wagner models with a nicely marked tiger 
muskie caught in Utah. Kim and her fellow 
members have been working hard to organize 
Muskies, Inc.’s newest chapter.Welcome to the 
club, Chapter 65 Mountain West! Read about 

our newest chapter on page 33.

When he submitted this picture of “Rainbow Bay” 
in Ontario, Dave Dawson of the Milwaukee 
Chapter pointed out that sometimes the rewards 
of muskie fishing are intangible. These are special 

moments indeed; take the time to enjoy them.

buchertail®

tin-buck2

BUCHERTAIL®

#8 TWIN TINSEL

TOP RAIDER®

JOE’S TOP FALL PICKS

HARD BAITS PICKS  

HAIR BAIT PICKS  

NEW LINE SERIES  BEAST BRAID

PROFESSIONAL 

FISHING LINE

GLIDE RAIDER®

sub surface glide bait

Joe Bucher Outdoors.com

 caught with glide raider 



CHECK THI
S OUT!

CHAS MARTIN’S MONSTER

JOIN US ON FACEBOOK TO Get the latest news, information, tips 
directly  from Joe, and find photos like this from  fellow anglers.

Photo

By: Michael Winther
Photo Editor
pictures@muskiesinc.org

Contest
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“Rip-N-Lips” Muskie Extravanza
We offer some of the best trophy muskie waters on

Lake of the Woods – Stevens, Stony and
Sabaskong Bay

                • Remote Island Camp (boat-in)
                • All-inclusive American Plan • Housekeeping cabins
• Free guided tour with map of muskie hotspots
• Professional guide with 21 years lake experience
• Specializing in personal serviceWrite or Phone:

   1-807-484-2930
   U.S. residents call Toll-Free 1-866-894-0674
   Box 126, Nestor Falls, Ontario P0X1K0
   e-mail: info@youngswildernesscamp.com

www.youngswildernesscamp.com

We will donate
5% of your fishingpackage to the muskieclub of your choice!

Ask for details

Group photo from June 2016 Youth Muskie Hunt.

Kids drawing muskies during art 
activity at the kids muskie hunt.

Ty Mursau of Central 
Wisconsin recognized for 
outstanding fishing skills! 

YCA Event Recap
The event was held on the grounds of Timber Trail Lodge where the kids went out with guides in boats and also fished from the docks. 

Over 400 fish were caught and released ranging from bass to walleye to northern pike. Ages of the kids were from six years old through 
high school. All the kids were accompanied by a parent or legal guardian and they all had the time of their lives!  This year, we included 
environmental artwork from world-renowned Cable, Wisconsin artist, Sara Balbin. Sara guided the kids helping them draw the coolest 
fish in the history of fishing: the muskie. 

Special thanks to Dave VanDoorn from Take a Vet Fishing. It is very common to have our armed forces veterans participate with the 
kids at our events and they are always welcome.  We’d also like to recognize the children and families of the Ojibwa Tribe from the 

LCO Reservation who joined forces with the Youth Conservation Alliance to make 
this event multi-cultural. The LCO Police joined us with their Police dogs as did the 
Sawyer County Sheriff Deputies. We’re always a little safer with the police around 
and they enjoy us too. Muskies, Inc. continues to support kids fishing events of all 
kinds. This particular program was geared towards multi-species, but had several 
educational components including artwork centered on our favorite fish of all, the 
muskellunge. 

- Kevin Bushnick, VP of Youth Fishing – Muskies, Inc.
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No. Chapter, Address Phone #
01.....Twin Cities, 2024 Idaho Ave. E., Saint Paul, MN 55119 ...................................651-925-1109
02.....Fargo-Moorhead, Box 2021, Fargo ND, 58107 ................................................701-237-4801
03.....Chicagoland Muskie Hunters, 2801 Old Glenview Rd, Wilmette Il 60091.......847-256-9322
04.....Titletown/Packerland, 901 Ethel Street, Green Bay, WI 54303  .......................920-562-5244
05.....Pomme De Terre, PO Box 5, Hermitage, MO 65668 ........................................314-440-2173
06.....First Wisconsin, PO Box 122, Chippewa Falls, WI 54729 ................................715-839-7089
07.....South Side Muskie Hawks, 5211 S. Narragansett Ave., Chicago, Il 60638 ......773-581-8650
08.....Capital City, PO Box 8862, Madison, WI 53708 ...............................................608-576-0697
09.....West Virginia, 1270 Federal Road, little Hocking, OH 45742 ..........................740-667-3571
10.....Heartland, 811 1st Ave. North Clear lake, IA 50428  .......................................641-430-6961
11 .....Mississippi Valley, 501 26th Ave, Moline, Il 61265...........................................309-797-1803
12.....Headwaters, 923 Catfish Drive, Eagle River, WI 54521 ...................................715-547-3340
13.....Hayward lakes, PO Box 609, Hayward, WI 54843 ..........................................715-634-4543
14.....South of the Border, 28926 W. Big Hollow Rd, McHenry, Il 60050 .................815-385-9026
15.....Star of the North, 16078 East Maple Drive, Pengilly, MN 55775 ......................218-259-9970
16.....Three Rivers, 119 Buss lane, Renfrew, PA 16053 ...........................................724-789-7866
17.....Quad County, PO Box 185, Plano, Il 60545 ....................................................815-695-1494
18.....Hopedale, PO Box 118, Smithfield, OH 43948 .................................................740-733-8144
19.....Akron-Canton Muskie Maniacs, 3907 McTaggart Blvd. Kent, OH 44240 .............. 330-221-7617    
20.....Between the lakes, PO Box 61, Sheboygan Falls, WI 53085-0061 ................920-602-1419
21.....North Metro, PO Box 480098, Minneapolis, MN 55448 ...................................612-916-7426
22.....New Jersey, 1524 Old Bethlehem Rd. Quakertown, PA 18951 ........................908-319-2205
23.....Cleveland, 5007 Starr St., Newton Falls, OH 44444 ........................................330-219-7964
24.....Brainerd lakes, 18031 Heritage Road, Brainerd, MN 56401 ...........................218-821-3669
26.....Central Wisconsin, PO Box 263, Medford, WI 54451 .......................................715-748-4874
28.....Shawnee Muskie Hunters, 2933 Bridle lane, Swansea, Il 62226 ...................618-971-7806
29.....Upper Great Plains, 1788 Hwy 4, Estherville, IA 51334 ...................................712-362-2501
30.....God’s Country, 902 lakeview Dr. laCrosse WI 54603  ...................................608-792-7722
31.....Penn-Ohio, 309 Spring St, Jamestown, PA 16134 ...........................................724-932-5815
32.....Flatlanders, 17534 Sumner Rd. Pecatonica, Il 61063 .................................... 815-222-1062
33.....lake Superior, 2031 Hwy. 33 S., Cloquet, MN 55720 ......................................218-273-6389
35.....Milwaukee, PO Box 28842, Greenfield, WI 53228 ...........................................262-250-6444
37.....St. Cloud, 109 Greenstone ln., Waite Park, MN. 56387 ..................................320-656-1160
38.....Alexandria-Vikingland, 11513 State Hwy 29 South,Carlos, MN 56308 ........... 320-293-7910
39.....Fox River Valley, 1253 Cobblers Crossing, Elgin, Il 60123 .............................847-741-9771
41..... Central Ohio, 1094 Eastmoor Blvd. Columbus, OH 43209 .............................. 740-225-1152
42.....Hoosier Muskie Hunters, PO Box 501371, Indianapolis, IN 46250 .................. 317-372-0111
44.....Colorado, 2031 Granger Circle, Castle Rock, CO 80109 .................................303-263-3783
46.....Bemidji/Cass lake, 1312 Carr laked RD SW, Bemidji, MN 56601 ................ 612-590-9785
47.....Michigan Muskie Alliance, PO Box 512, Caledonia, MI 49316 .........................616-447-1688
49.....Webster lake Musky Club, PO Box 670, No. Webster, IN 46555 ....................574-834-1669
50.....Penn-Jersey, 4 Shull Farm Rd., Erwinna, PA 18920 ........................................610-585-1038
52.....Daniel Boone, 813 US 62, Maysville, KY 41056 ..............................................606-759-7610
53.....Huskerland Muskie Hunters, 15706 Hamilton St, Omaha, NE 68118 ............... 402-498-8959
54.....Southern Crossroads, 850 Riverwood Place, Owatonna, Minnesota 55060 ....507-455-1644
56.....SW Ohio Muskie Assoc., 524 Sterling Meadows Place, Brookville, OH 45309 .937-833-1833
57.....NW TIGER PAC, 31900 104th Ave. SE #F205 Auburn, WA 98092 .................253-833-1725
58.....lake St. Clair Muskies, Inc., 34047 Williamsburg Ct, Sterling Hts MI 48312 ....586-873-9154
59.....New Mexico Muskies, Inc., P.O. Box 65575, Albuquerque, NM 87193 ............505-264-2999
60.....Mountain Muskies, 6610 N. Hartley Spokane, WA 99208 ................................509-263-7235
61.....Northwoods Chapter, P.O. Box 1090 PMB #204, Minocqua, WI 54548 ...........715-356-9758
62.....Wausau Area Chapter, 5709 Canoe Street, Weston, WI 54776 .......................715-297-7573
63.....South Central West Virginia , HC61 Box 39B Frame Town, WV 26623 ...........304-364-8878
64.....Nittany Valley Musky Alliance, 175 Industrial Park Rd. Edensburg, PA 15931 814-421-6502
65.....Mountain West Muskie, 3355 W 5825 S. Roy, UT 84067 ................................801-540-5602
69.....New York Muskies, P.O. Box 10401, Rochester, NY 14610 .............................585-670-0422
90.....Prairieland Muskies, 1228 N. Elm St. Apt. 2, Fairmont, MN 56031 ..................507-381-5439

Chapter News and Views ATTENTION
CHAPTER

 CONTACTS:
Please make sure

your chapter address
and phone number

is correct on this page
AND on the M.I. website.  

Whenever you update 
 chapter  information on

the website, please send an 
email to the Editor so we can 

keep this page current.  Thanks!

Issue 2016 Deadline Date
November/December September 20th

January/February (2017) November 20th
March/April (2017) January 20th

May/June (2017) March 20th
July/August (2017) May 20th

September/October (2017) July 20th

MUSKIE Deadlines

Ch  pter 

2016
49th Annual Frank Schneider Jr. 
Memorial Muskie Tournament 

WHEN: September 9-11, 2016
For more information 

go to:
www.twincitiesmuskiesinc.org

 nnouncementsA

Special thanks to these 
members and supporters for 

their recent donations to 
Muskies, Inc.:

•	 Bob Oliai
•	 Ron Keller

DONATIONS

•	 Lorin Nevling
•	 Ben Frieden



Greetings from Titletown. We held our February meeting on the 10th 
at the Green Bay Yacht Club. It was our annual swap meet meeting. Lots 
of lures and gear exchanged hands. Excitement is in the air as the Spring 
thaw begins. Tyler Rovinski, our VP, is in the process of renovating our 
website. Log on and check out the changes. 

Our annual banquet was held on Friday, March 18th at Stadium View. 
We had a great turn out with 181 people in attendance. Rick Kallman 
won our Ron Myslik Award for Big Fish of the Year. We raised a record 
amount of money to support club projects and events. A few of the major 
prizes were: a Revo Toro S and Veritas Rod Combo, a Big Nasty and Revo 
Toro Beast combo, $1,000 Goodyear Tires, and an Elk River Custom En-
graved Rod. The 50/50 winner took home $705. A good time was had by 
all. We would like to give a big thank you to the Stadium View, all busi-
nesses, companies, and organizations that donated to our event, and club 
members for volunteering their time in making this our most successful 
banquet ever. 

We hosted Mike Keyes, from Keyes Outdoors, at our April 13th meet-
ing. He gave a very informative talk. There was a great turn out and lots 
of conversation. 

Our May meeting was a business budget review meeting.
In June we held our chapter spring outing. We had 30-ish members in 

attendance for two days of fishing on the North and South Twin Lakes in 
Phelps, WI. We fished Saturday from 6 a.m. to 4 p.m. and then followed 
with a cookout. Fishing resumed on Sunday from 6 a.m. to 12 p.m. The 
outing was enjoyed by all. It was fun to fish and exchange stories with our 
fellow fisherman.

Please consider joining us September 10th for the Lure for a Cure Event 
on the Bay of Green Bay. The Event is held at the Green Bay Yacht Club. 
Registration forms can be found at Smokey’s on the Bay. You can also 
find out more information by looking at our Facebook page Titletown 
Muskies, Inc. Chapter 4 or the Lure for a Cure Facebook page.

- Ilea Cornelius, Secretary

Results from the 2015 Show Me Muskie Program reporting have been 
tabulated and the 2015 catch information released. On Pomme de Terre 
Lake, a total of 220 trips were reported by 41 anglers fishing a total of 
1,164 hours. There were 224 muskie encounters (5.2 hrs/encounter) and 
91 caught (12.8 hrs/catch), of which 56 were 36” or longer (20.8 hrs/catch 
>36”). This is the lowest number of hours fished to catch a 36” muskie 
since 2006 on Pomme de Terre Lake, indicating great opportunities to 
catch quality fish on Pomme.

Lost Valley Hatchery received a monetary donation from the Pomme de 
Terre Chapter of Muskies Inc. in 2015 in the amount of $500 for construc-
tion and installation of habitat structures in their muskie rearing ponds. 
Hatchery ponds are typically devoid of fish habitat, however, the presence 
of structure is needed to provide cover for young fish. In the past, hatchery 
staff have used rolls of snow fencing as cover in muskie ponds, but the 
material was time consuming to deploy and remove. The donation from 
Muskies, Inc. was used to construct and install permanent habitat fixtures 
in muskie rearing ponds. Pieces of vinyl siding and concrete were used to 
create 16 artificial habitat structures. Not only did these structures prove 
useful for muskies, they have also provided spawning habitat in fathead 
minnow rearing ponds, the main forage source for growing muskies at 
Lost Valley hatchery.

The Northern Missouri Muskie Outing was held in early June. Hazel 
Creek Lake had 11 fishermen on Saturday with one nice muskie caught 

and one short. Henry Sever had 12 fishermen on Sunday with two nice 
muskies caught and several shorts. Thanks to Tim Dunaway and Jodie 
Gordon for providing lunch on both days.

- Wayne Humphrey

Our 40th Annual Catch and Release Tournament will be held Septem-
ber 16th to 18th. There are 17 bodies of water to fish on. This year we are 
implementing a requirement of submitting a picture of the fish being held 
by the angler, along with a tournament ID card shown. Muskies measur-
ing 34” and larger are eligible. Points are awarded for each fish released. 
Eight points for a 34” and one point per additional inch. A prize package 
is awarded for the longest fish from each body of water. A replica mount 
is awarded for longest fish from the tournament. The angler with highest 
point total gets first pick from prize tables. The rest of the anglers get 
to pick according to points rank. The balance of prizes is awarded with 
contestant names being drawn. Six names will be drawn for $250.00 each. 

October starts our winter meetings which will be held at the Fill Inn 
Station in Chippewa Falls on the first Monday of the month at 7pm. These 
meetings include muskie orientation seminars by regional guides and ex-
perts. The meetings are free and open to the public. The seminar present-
ers will be posted in the newsletter on our website.

- Paul Gottwald

Our annual Odie Cutlip Memorial Tournament was held in May on the 
Stonewall Jackson Reservoir. 32 members and guests participated. A total 
of nine fish were boated including three over 40”. Bernie Klug caught a 
46” on a Double Cowgirl. Junior Member Drew Clegg, trolling with his 
grandfather Robin Clegg, boated a 44” along with a 32” on Crane Baits. 
Danny Haddox got a 43” on a Medusa. This fish, together with three oth-
ers by Danny and his team partner Troy Radcliff totaled 47 points; enough 
for the win. Final Standings are as follows:

Troy Radcliff and Danny Haddox (33”, 36”, 39”, 43” with a total of 
47 points); Drew Clegg and Robin Clegg (32”, 44” with a total of 24 
points); Lydia Klug and Bernie Klug (46” with a total of 20 points); 
Charlie Carpenter and Matt Carpenter (36” with a total of 10 points); 
Harry Haddix and Chris Burnette (32” with a total of 6 points). Thanks 
to Darlene Kelley who served as chairperson.
Seventeen anglers registered for our Ohio Lakes Outing on Salt Fork 

and Piedmont Lakes. Salt Fork produced three fish on Saturday morning: 
a 36” by Allison Klug, a 38” by Shane Eakle and a 37” by the team of 
Robert Eddy/Logan Eakle. The fish fell for Robert’s “magic” Wiley Bait 
which almost always performs its “tricks” at Salt Fork.

Despite a brief but severe thunderstorm on Sunday, two fish were 
caught at Piedmont. Allison Klug added a 41” which, when combined 
with her 36” on Saturday, propelled the Klug sisters to their 1st Place Fin-
ish. Kevin Kelley boated a 40” on a Susie Q after the storm.

Final Standings are as follows: Allison Klug and Lydia Klug (36”, 
41” with a total of 25 points); Kevin Kelley and Darlene Kelley (40” with 
a total of 14 points); Shane Eakle and Dan Kisamore (38” with a total of 
12 points); Robert Eddy and Logan Eakle (37” with a total of 11 points).

The Eric Workman Charitable Foundation was established in memory 
of Eric Workman, a WV State Trooper who was shot in the line of duty. 
Chapter member Scott Smith is one of the driving forces behind the group 
which works to improve the WV Muskie Fishery, especially on the Elk 
River; Eric’s favorite stream.

Pomme de Terre
P.O. Box 5 • Hermitage, MO 65668
314-440-2173 – Wayne Humphrey

www.missourimuskies.org 
Meets: Various days-Call for schedule

5
CHAPTER

Titletown/Packerland
Ilea Cornelius - President

corneliamuskie@gmail.com 
Meetings held the 2nd Wednesday of each month, 7 p.m., 

at the Green Bay Yacht Club, 100 Bay Beach Road, Green Bay, WI.  
Follow us on Facebook at Titletown Muskies, Inc. Chapter 4

4
CHAPTER

First Wisconsin
John Imm - President

www.firstwimuskiesinc.org 
Meetings 1st Monday,  5:30 p.m., at Rod and Gun Club, lake Wissota from May-

September and 7 p.m. at the Fill Inn Station, 104 W. Columbia St., Chippewa Falls 
from October-April.

6
CHAPTER

West Virginia
www.westvirginiamuskiesinc.org 
Meets: No definite schedule-call9
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Scott reports their 2016 Tournament was a great success with 186 adult 
and 44 youth entrants. 53 muskies were caught and about 300 people at-
tended the banquet. Thankfully the event was scheduled prior to the dev-
astating, historic floods in southern WV which were particularly destruc-
tive along some sections of the Elk. We are proud of Scott Smith and 
support his efforts with the Workman Foundation.

- John Kaltenecker, Secretary

Hello again from the Quad Cities. We have been absent for a while so 
I have lots to tell you about. The year began with our membership drive. 
We had a booth at the Outdoor Show in February located at the Expo 
Center here in Rock Island. We were able to sign up 15 new members. 
Welcome to all! 

We next held our annual banquet at Jake O’s restaurant where 45 mem-
bers and their families attended. This year we were honored to have Walt 
Krause attend and give a presentation on catching muskies on Kincaid 
Lake. Walt is a full time guide on Kincaid and Cedar lakes in Southern 
Illinois. 

Next up was our semi-annual trip to Moose Lake in Hayward, Wiscon-
sin. We arrived on the 27th of May, eagerly waiting for the season open-
ing the next day. Eleven members attended and, after three days, 13 legal 
muskies were caught. The largest muskie caught went to Rich Miller, a 
40” fish. Russ Schneider took home the Jack Klein/John Hotle Trophy by 
catching 37” and 38” muskies. Congratulation to all that caught muskies. 

One of our projects this year was to help out the folks at Lake George 
located in Loud Thunder Park. The boat ramp street light has been out 
for some time. It was discovered that the power supply line to the pole 
was broken underground. The line would be too costly for the county to 
repair. Member Mike Murrin 
asked if the club could look into 
a solar powered light to replace 
the badly needed light. Infor-
mation was obtained and the 
club purchased a new light for 
$3,500.00. Now the boaters and 
fisherman can see around the 
boat ramp. 

The second semi-annual trip 
to Moose Lake is planned for 
the first weekend in October. 
Anyone interested in attend-
ing can call Sonny Stephens at 
(309) 797-1803, or myself at 
(309) 737-1478 for more infor-
mation. 

It is with a saddened heart 
that I write about losing a long 
time member of our chapter and 
friend Richard Narske. Richard 
was our chapter representative 
as well as our web site orga-
nizer. He will be greatly missed. 

- John Claeys, Chapter 11 
Vice President

Mississippi Valley
Sonny Stephens - President

Email: MIMV11@aol.com
Meets 2nd Wednesday every month at 7:00 p.m. at the QCCA Expo Center - 2621 

4th Ave., Rock Island, Il
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39th ANNUAL 

Muskie
TOURNAMENT

EVERYONE WHO RELEASES A FISH 34” OR LARGER WILL RECEIVE A PLAQUE

Hayward Lakes Chapter Muskies, Inc.
Presents the:

$30,000
in prizes

GRAND DOOR PRIZE: Boat, Motor & Trailer
AGAIN THIS YEAR! Boat, motor & trailer to be awarded as the

Grand Door Prize at the Sunday Awards Ceremony.
Only tournament entrants are eligible. You MUST be present to win.

2016 Lund 1725 Pro Guide Tiller with a
ShoreLand’r Trailer, a 2016 60hp Mercury Motor

PLEASE PRINT

NAME                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 PHONE                                                    

STREET                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

CITY                                                                                                            STATE                                                    ZIP
All people in boat must be paid contestants.

NO ENTRIES ACCEPTED BY MAIL POSTMARKED AFTER SEPTEMBER 16, 2016. Register in person at Hayward Bait & Tackle
or Jenk’s Bait & Tackle (or via phone & fax, call Hayward Bait at 715-634-2921) until 11pm, September 29, 2016.

WAIVER
In consideration of being permitted to participate among and on boats under the auspices of Muskies, Inc. International and Hayward Lakes Chapter, I acknowledge, appreciate, and agree that:
1. “I am aware of the inherent risk associated with fishing and boating, including but not limited to the risks of collisions with other boats and stationary objects in and around the lake, including rocks, reefs or piers or
other vehicles and trailers at landing areas. I am familiar with other risks up to and including death by drowning associated with rough water, changing weather patterns, heavy winds and lightning storms. I expressly
assume all risks associated with this tournament and hereby release Muskies, Inc. International and Hayward Lakes Chapter of  Muskies, Inc., the host, sponsors, and tournament officials from all claims of negligence
resulting from injury and/or property damages incurred in connection with the tournament.”
2. I knowingly and freely assume all such risks, both known and unknown, even if arising from the negligence of those persons released from liability below, and assume full responsibility for my participation; and
3. I will comply with all rules and regulations. If I have any question, or observe any unusual or unnecessary hazard during my participation, I will immediately bring such to the attention of the nearest official;
4. I, for myself and on behalf of my heirs, assigns, personal representatives and next of kin, hereby release, indemnify and hold harmless the Muskies, Inc. International and Hayward Lakes Chapter, the owners and lessors
of premises used to conduct the tournament, their officers, officials, (“Releasees”), with respect to any and all injury, disability, death, or loss or damage to person or property, whether caused by the negligence of the
Releasees or otherwise, to the fullest extent permitted by law.

I have read this release of liability and assumption of risk agreement, fully understand its terms, understand that I have given up substantial rights by signing it, and sign it freely and voluntarily without any inducement.

X____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ Date Signed: ______________________________

FOR PARTICIPANTS OF MINORITY AGE (UNDER 18 AT TIME OF REGISTRATION)
This is to certify that I, as parent/guardian of this participant, do consent and agree to his/her indemnification, release and hold harmless as provided above of all Releasees, and I, for myself and behalf of my heirs, assigns and next to kin, hereby release, indemnify and hold harmless
the Releasees from any and all claims incident to my child’s involvement in these programs even if arising out of the negligence of the Releasees, to the fullest extent permitted by law.

X (PARENT/GUARDIAN’S SIGNATURE) ______________________________________________________________________________________________ Date Signed: ______________________________

Hayward Lakes Chapter Muskies Inc. reserves the right to reject any registration. For more information, visit us on the web at www.muskiesinc.org
MAIL TO: Hayward Lakes Chapter Muskies, Inc.,  Box 609, Hayward, WI 54843 • 715/634-2921 or 715/634-4543

2016 REGISTRATION BLANK

TOURNAMENT FEE
_____  $80 Open Entry
             ($90 after Sept. 16)

_____  $25 FOR AGES 16 & UNDER
              (Eligible for all major prizes)

Boat, motor and trailer to be awarded
as the Grand Door Prize at the Sunday
Awards Ceremony. Only tournament
entrants are eligible. You MUST be
present to win.

AGAIN THIS YEAR...

Prizes & Trophies Awarded to First 10 Places
$1,500 Gift Certificate to Cabela’s

$1,000 Gift Certificate to Hayward Bait & Tackle
Trolling Motors, Depth Finders, GPS Units, Rods, Reels, Cameras, and much more!

GRAPHITE REPLICA FOR LARGEST FISH RELEASED!!

Sept. 30, Oct. 1-2, 2016
TOTAL RELEASE TOURNAMENT

Saturday Night - GIANT RAFFLE
Saturday, October 1, 7-8:30PM • hors d’oeuvres and drinks and $1,000 in Door Prizes for all tournament anglers.

$200 • $300 • $500 to be given away! Raffle starts at 8:30PM at the FLAT CREEK INN & SUITES

Sunday - Awards, Ceremony & Grand Door Prize Drawing
Sunday, October 2, 1-2:30PM • hors d’oeuvres and drinks

Awards & Drawing 2:30PM at the FLAT CREEK INN & SUITES

• Chippewa Flowage                 • Spider Chain              • Moose Lake
• Lac Courte Oreilles                • Ghost Lake                 • Clear Lake
• Lost Land-Teal Lakes             • Callahan Lake            • Lake Hayward
• Eau Claire Chain                    • Whitefish Lake           • Tiger Cat Flowage
• Grindstone Lake                    • Sand Lake                  • Big Sissabagama
• Lake Namakagon                   • Round Lakes

17 Tournament Lakes
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The guest speaker for our June meeting was Scott Keiper who is a local 
guide. Without exaggerating, we can say he has caught a lot of big fish for 
his clients, so his presentation was very interesting and informative. We 
appreciate him donating his time to speak to our club. If you’d like to fish 
with him his phone number is (715) 216-0664.

The following club members have reported fish in our members 
contest: 

Women’s - Brenda Dettloff with two fish and 29 points, Claudette Ker-
sten with two fish and 20 points; Men’s - Carl Langham with eight 
fish and 99 points (includes a 54” from Vermillion), Jack Ketelhut with 
six fish and 67 points, Ken Vesel with four fish and 40 points, Kris 
Gottwald with two fish and 27 points, Al McElroy with three fish and 
23 points, Steve Truver with two fish and 12 points, John Dettloff with 
one fish and 12 points; Masters - Mike Persson with four fish and 47 
points.
 Our 39th Annual Fall Tournament is coming up, this year’s event will 

be Friday, September 30th and on Saturday and Sunday, October 1st and 
2nd. The prizes will be similar to last year. The top prize is a 1725 Lund 
Pro Guide Tiller with a 60HP Mercury on a Shorelander trailer. This is 
given away at our Sunday awards banquet by drawing from the names 
of everyone in the tournament; you must be present to win. The top fish 
catcher wins a $1,500 gift certificate to Cabela’s, 2nd place is a $1,000 gift 
certificate to Hayward Bait and Tackle. There are merchandise prizes to 
10th place and the top ten winners also get a trophy. The person catching 
and releasing the largest fish gets a plaque and a Ron Lax replica. Every-
one who registers a fish gets a plaque. Complete information is available 
on our website. The money raised all goes back into fishing so come and 
join us!

 Our November meeting will be held on Tuesday the 1st at 7pm at 
Coop’s Pizza in Hayward. We also have fishing outings every other 
Wednesday. Be sure to check our website for more information on this 
and other club activities, www.muskiesinc-hayward.org.

- Good Fishing, Mike Persson

Thank you to everyone that came out and supported us at the Chautau-
qua Lake tournament this past weekend. 37 people entered the tournament 
and 23 muskies were registered. 

1st place went to Adam Jeffcoat and Doug Vanasko with five fish (31.5”, 
34”, 34”, 35.5”, 39”). 2nd place went to Wade Alexander and James Land-
on with three fish (34”, 41”, 43”). 3rd place went to Joel Morrow and 
Dave Fec with four fish (31”, 32.5”, 36.5”, 41”). The biggest fish went to 
Mark Errico with a 49”. Thank you all and we look forward to seeing you 
at the next tournament.

In June, Three Rivers donated $1,200 toward the purchase of minnows 
for the Linesville fish hatchery. This money was raised through many dif-
ferent methods, from donated guided fishing trips, lure raffles, to dona-
tions from club members new and old. We would like to thank everyone 
that has helped over the years to keep the club going strong and able to 
help the PFBC with projects they otherwise couldn’t do. We also remind 
you that we still have a few positions open on the current board that could 
be filled with some different faces. If interested, please contact Joel Mor-
row @ jlmo422@hotmail.com for more information.

We would also like to thank our sponsors and lure makers of the club, 
next time you’re out don’t forget to take a look at their lures or services: 
Wiley Lures, Legend Lures, Leo Lures, Mtailz Lures, Newman Lures, 
Grandma lures, Muddy Creek Guide Service, Fec Hammer Lures, Allegh-
eny Guide Service, Boss Shad, Red October Baits, and Baker Baits.

- Good Fishing, Joel Morrow

The July Tournament was held at Piedmont Lake on July 16th and drew 
26 participants. Outdoing the 16 fish turned in for the two day June Open 
Tournament would be quite a feat. Taking into consideration the one day 
tournament, the feat was accomplished. There were ten fish reported. Fish 
magnet Dave White took 1st place with three fish and 54 points. Mike 
Rouse grabbed 2nd with on one fish and 22 points while Mike Sall Jr. 
earned a 3rd place finish with an 18 point fish. Do the math. These are 
some nice fish. Kaden Ball, Pete Sall, Sandy Petrozzi, and Sam Reichen-
bach also reported catches and will receive Honorable Mention.

The September Open Tournament will be the 9th, 10th, and 11th. Con-
testants may fish two consecutive days, 8:00 A.M. the first day to 5:00 
p.m. the second day. October 1st the tournament trail goes to Leesville. 
The hours will be from 8:00 A.M. to 5:00 p.m. with a 1:00 mandatory 
lunch at the dam area. The last tournament will be at Leesville October 
15th with the same hours and lunch. Remember, report those tournament 
catches as soon as possible to Sam Reichenbach, (740) 512-9778.

There will be a fish fry at the October 6th meeting. It will begin at 6:00 
p.m. Members are encouraged to bring a side dish and their own table ser-
vice. Curt Warner from the O.D.N.R will be our guest this evening. There 
will also be an award for the best muskie recipe, just kidding.

- Kevin Singhaus, Vice President

The Muskie Maniacs attended the Saltfork Chapter Challenge on June 
4th and 5th. We had 58 people signed up with 32 fish caught. There were 
5 chapters present for the challenge: Chapters 18, 19, 23, 41, and 56. 1st 
place went to Chuck Land from chapter 19 with his six fish of 39.5”, 37”, 
35”, 34”, 33.5”, and a 30”. Chapter 19 will host the challenge next year. 
Bill Lambert caught the biggest fish to take the big fish pool of $240.00 
with his 44.5” fish. Bill also won the 50/50 drawing. We all had a great 
time camping and a nice shore lunch on Saturday.

Our second tournament of the season was held at Leesville Lake on 
June 18th and 9th. There were 18 signed up to fish and there were 18 fish 
caught. Charlotte Fuchs took 1stwith her five fish of 42”, 39.5”, 38.5”, 
38”, and a 37”. 2nd place went to Ray Elkins with three fish, a 49.5”, 46”, 
and a 40”. 3rd place went to Sylvester Trunkett with his three fish of 50.5”, 
42”, and 35.5”. Congratulations to the winners! Sylvester won the big fish 
pool with his 50.5” fish.

On July 16th and 17th, we held our third tournament of the season at 
West Branch. This tournament was a joint tournament with Chapter 23. 
We all had a great time fishing and great weather. There were 46 signed 
up to fish with 34 fish caught. 1st place went to Jeremy Blanton with five 
fish of 48”, 48”, 43”, 42”, and 37”. 2nd place went to Paul Frusterio with 
four fish of 42.5”, 41”, 41”, and 38”. 3rd place went to Aaron Pratt with 
four fish of 43”, 37.75”, 37.5”, and 37”. Jeremy took the big fish pool with 
his 48” fish.

Our club is holding a fishing derby on July 30th at Div. 3 DNR Office 
on Portage Lakes. We are excited to teach kids how to fish with the fish-
ing stations that we are going to set up and then turn the kids on to start 
fishing. We are going to show the kids how to cast, bait a hook, put on a 
bobber, and handle the fish properly. We are also providing a lunch for the 
kids and we will give out prizes to the winners, as well as give every kid 
a rod and reel to take home.

Our next tournament will be held at Leesville Lake on August 20th. 
This tournament is a combined tournament with the Ohio Huskie Muskie 

Hayward lakes
P.O. Box 609

Hayward, WI 54843
715-634-4543
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Three Rivers
www.muskiesinc.org/chapter16 

Meets 2nd Monday 7:30 PM, Northside Sportsmans 
Club, Wexford, PA.

www.facebook.com/threeriversmuskiesincorg
16CHAPTER

Hopedale
PO Box 118, 

Smithfield, OH 4394818CHAPTER

Akron-Canton
rmccloud@neo.rr.com 

Meets 3rd Tuesday of every month @ 7 p.m. at 
McCall’s Restaurant and Banquet Hall - 130 Faircrest St. SW Canton, OH 44706

FACEBOOK SEARCH BAR - Muskies Inc. - Chapter 19 Akron/Canton Muskie 
Maniacs
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Club. It’s called our Nite Bite Tournament. We will start with a lunch 
cookout at noon and then start fishing till midnight. I will give the results 
of our fishing derby and joint tournament with OHMC in our next article.

- Kevin Proffitt

This year’s June Jam Tournament was a great success for the club and 
the 82 entrants. The weather was excellent with calm water and clear 
skies. Sunday turned windier, with white caps showing by mid-morning, 
but 20 fish were caught during the entire tournament. 1st place was taken 
by Nathan Wheeler, 2nd place by Bill Peterson, 3rd place by Tyler Eggen-
berger, 4th place by Brett Olson, and 5th place by Scott Gehrman.

Tournament Director Steve Wernersbach wishes to thank Robb Mey-
ers and Janet Yde for their help at the awards banquet. Janet was also 
instrumental in selling tickets in the rod raffle. Chapter 21 wishes to thank 
all three for helping make this tournament a nice fundraiser for the club. 
Thanks to Wilkins resort on Bone Lake, WI for hosting the event.

The North Metro HS Muskie tournament sectional and State tourna-
ment were held during the month of June. Mike Riha, the director of both 
tournaments, wishes to thank Tim and Ray Connoy , Jason Wegwerth, and 
Val Holthaus for helping out at the sectional held on Bald Eagle Lake. 
He also wishes to thank Nick Poppler, Marc Weiss, Terry Schar, Chris 
Thury, and Erin Knutson for helping out at the state tournament held on 
Lake Vermilion. Without the help of these volunteers, our HS tournaments 
would have to be scaled back rather than allowed to grow. 

Our 2016 Jim Shannon Challenge winners are Todd Palashewski, who 
took 1st place, and Steve Sorgenfrei, who took 2nd place. A great time 
was had by all. It is the way Jim would have wanted it.

Stay vigilant my friends — the big fish may only knock once on your 
door. Be ready to answer.

- Mike Riha

Cleveland Chapter 23 members are having a busy spring and summer, 
traveling to Lake St. Clair, the Kawarthas, and other destinations. Chapter 
23 also kicked off its tournament season with the Tom Bishop Sr. Memo-
rial Tournament at West Branch, May 21st and 22nd. The weather was on 
the nasty side Saturday with a lot of rain, but Sunday was much better. 
There were 28 fishing and two youths. A total of 19 fish over 30” and 10 
subs were caught. Bob Basic landed 1st place with a 50” on Saturday cast-
ing, and a 40” and a 31”. 2nd place went to Guy Bechter boating a 43”, 
39”, and a 30”. 3rd place went to Tommy Lamp with a 37.5” and a 30”. 
Evan Erb boated a 30” to win the youth division.

The Lake Milton Tournament was held June 25th and 26th. There were 
21 fishing and one youth with a total of 18 fish over 30” and seven subs 
caught. Sherman Champlin landed 1st place with 33”, 33”, 32” and a 
30.5”. 2nd place went to Kevin Proffitt with a 42” and a 32”.  3rd place 
was Chuck Land with a 37” and a 33”. We only had one youth fishing, 
Ethan Erb, who won the youth division by boating a 33”, and a 30.5”.

The Joint Summer Tournament with Akron/Canton Chapter 19 was held 
July 16th and 17th at West Branch. The Tournament was won by Jeremy 
Blanton with a 48’’, 48”, 43”, 42”, and a 37”. Cleveland 23 had 14 from 
our chapter fishing with two youths. Alex Delphia won the youth division 
with a 38” that was his first muskie. Congratulations to Alex on his nice 
fish. Fish caught by Chapter 23 members were Tom Morris, 42”, 38.5”, 
37.5”, 33”, Scott Chapman 43.5”, 39.5”, Craig Champlin 44”,  Jarry Fish-
er 45”, Jason Basic 47”, Bob Basic 37”, 37.5”, and Mike Clemente 41”.

The 26th Annual Cindy Dean Memorial Kids Derby was held June 4th, 
with 38 young participants. Fish were caught, lunch was served, prizes 
were given to all participants, and it was nice seeing families having such 

a great time.
Our next event will be our annual outing and lunch at Lake Milton, 

August 20th.
- John Savu

With fall in the air and the summer tourist season behind us, I am look-
ing forward to a bit more serenity on the water as we move into the most 
wonderful time of year, in my opinion anyway. Yes, I get evil looks from 
people as I cheer the first frost, the first snowflake, and the first ice. Well, 
let’s not rush that last one along as there is a bunch of muskie fishing to 
get in before we are forced off the water.

The Brainerd Lakes Chapter (BLC) has an aggressive calendar planned 
for this fall, and it all gets rolling with our Fall Showdown, happening at 
Big Detroit Lake on September 17th. This leads us right into our annual 
Fall Outing at Lake Vermilion on September 22nd to 25th to take in the 
beautiful fall colors on display in northern Minnesota. Muskego Point Re-
sort is again our destination as it offers great hosts, great amenities, and it 
happens to sit right in the middle of the best fall fishing locations on the 
Big V.

For our Muskie Shootout Tournament this year, we are again returning 
to Leech Lake, but have switched the host site and will be basing our event 
out of Hiawatha Beach Resort, which is tucked away in Steamboat Bay 
on the northwest side of the lake. This event is a true tournament and is 
conducted as such with official start and stop times, mandatory rules, and 
cash payouts. There are also many other prizes available to win for those 
who fish and for those who spectate. This is a public tournament and is 
a great way for our club to get in front of potential new members. Check 
out the website at www.muskieshootout.com for more details and join us 
for an exciting weekend of competition happening October 8th and 9th.

The Wabedo/Little Boy chain of lakes near Longville is the site for the 
October 15th outing. Dubbed the Trophy Hunt for a reason, the timing 
and location should produce some nice fall fish from some classic muskie 
waters. Many of the older members of our chapter learned to fish muskies 
on these waters and others in the Leech Lake watershed area. It makes 
me a bit nostalgic for those earlier days and the vision in my mind’s eye 
of fish cooking for shore lunch, the stories from the old timers like Cully 
Swenson and Paul Smith, and the faces of our Guide for a Day clients as 
they took it all in, many for the first time. 

All of this planned activity will keep us busy as a chapter and hopefully 
attract our newer members to participate and take advantage of the group 
benefits: camaraderie, good food, and free knowledge if you pay attention 
and ask the right questions.

In conclusion, I will add a quick word on the muskie stocking effort in 
Minnesota which consumed much of our attention during the past legisla-
tive session. There is guarded optimism that stocking of some new lakes 
will occur, but the story is still being written and only time will tell. I 
believe that as a chapter and individually, we presented ourselves and our 
case in a logical and professional manner which will prevail when the 
final decision time arrives. We as an organization can learn from our ex-
periences as it will not be the last challenge we face as we grow our sport.

See you on the water,
- Brett Sande, VP Brainerd Lakes Chapter

It’s September and now our fall fishing will begin after the long hot 
summer. Here in the southern range, our waters will be getting below the 
80-degree mark after water temperatures that were above 90 degrees for 
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North Metro
612-916-7426 • www.nmmuskies.com

Meets 3rd Wednesday at Coon Rapid VFW 1919, 
Coon Rapids Blvd NW, Coon Rapids, MN  55433 from 7-9pm

www.facebook.com/North-Metro-Muskies-Inc
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Shawnee Muskie Hunters
2933 Bridle lane, Swansea, Il 62226

618-971-7806- Jerry Ford
fordjk@sbcglobal.net

www.shawneemuskiehunters.org
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Brainerd lakes
18031 Heritage Road • Brainerd, MN 56401

218-838-5509 – Donny Hines
www.brainerdmuskies.com 

Meets 2nd Tuesday 7:00 PM, Old Water Fall Inn Brainerd, MN
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Cleveland
5007 Starr St. • Newton Falls, OH 44444

330-219-7964
Meetings are held 2nd Monday @ 7 p.m. at Westfall’s Restaurant 18148 Mahoning 

Avenue, lake Milton, Ohio 44429
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Kinkaid Lake – Murphysboro, IL
October 22nd & 23rdFees: 

Entry:  $100.00 per Person
Big Fish Pot:  $10.00 per Person
Reduced Rates for Youth and First 
Time Entrants!

50% Payout Tournament 
1st Place - 40% of Total Payout
2nd Place - 30% of Total Payout
3rd Place - 20% of Total Payout
All others catching a 30” Muskie or
larger eligible for two payouts splitting
up the remaining 10% of total

Trophies Awarded
1st – 2nd – 3rd – Big Fish –
Woman's Big Fish – Youth 
Participation

Rules, Registration and Additional Information:  www.shawneemuskiehunters.org 

Tournament Contact:  John Wright  (618) 698‐4893  or  Ray Wheelock (618) 234‐7192 

quite a while this summer. I know our fish will be liking the cooler water 
temperature just like us who spend our time fishing for them. One good 
thing was the rain that came in throughout the summer brings in fresh 
oxygen to the lake.

Along with cooler temperatures, comes the club activities. We have a 
pretty good line up for the next two months which is as follows: 

September 10th: Our 2017 planning meeting at the bunkhouse 7 to 9 
pm. The bunkhouse has been rented for the 10th for the meeting and 
fishing on the 10th and 11th.
TBA: Annual Salmon Trip on Lake Michigan as this writing.
September 16th, 17th and 18th: Prairie Lake outing on Prairie Lake,
September 24th and 25th: Guide for the Day outing. Volunteers will 
be needed to help guide clients out for the day fishing and steak dinner 
after fishing.
October 8th: Veterans Day outing. Again we will need volunteers to 
take out veterans for the day and the steak dinner afterwards.
October 9th: The 3rd Annual High School Tournament on Kinkaid. 
October 22nd and 23rd: Fall Brawl Tournament on Kinkaid Lake. 
Contact John Wright at (618) 698-4893 or visit our website for more 
information or an entry form. 
I think that is it for this month and I hope to see you on the lake at one 

of our events or just enjoying the day fishing. If you see me on the lake 
don’t be afraid to come over and chat. 

I’m in the other blue Lund.
- Walt Krause 

The Flatlanders are starting to put 
some nice fish on the board. Most of 
these fish are coming off individual 
trips to some great locations. Four of 
our members headed back to Lake St. 
Clair to fish with Fins and Grins Char-
ters. The numbers were down the last 
two years with 12 fish being caught in 
two days. What they lacked in numbers 
were made up by two fish over 50”. Russ Ho-
ernecke nailed the first 50” on the first day and 
Keven Stenzel picked up his second Lake St. 
Clair 50”. Keven landed his first fish over 50” 
with Captain Jason Quintano last year.

Our outings to the Madison Chain and the 
Squaw/Squirrel lakes were a good time. The fish 
did not cooperate as well as planned. Bob Chol-
ke scored a 38.5” fish after they moved to Squirrel Lake, proving again, 
sometimes you need to change things up if you are not getting any action.

We have 24 anglers for the Lake of the Woods trip. This is always the 
highlight of the year. We will post our results in the next issue. The group 
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usually bags a few 50” fish during that 
week.

In the photos we have Bob Cholke 
with his 38.5” fish, Russ Hoeneke and 
Charter Captain Jason Quintano with a 
Lake St. Clair 50”, and Keven Stenzel 
with his 50” Lake St Clair beauty.

We have two outings left – get out 
for some fall fishing.

The remaining 2016 outing schedule are scheduled on September 16th, 
17th, 18th (North Twin) and October 29th, 30th, 31st (Deer, Bone, Apple 
and Wapogasset). We welcome new members and hope anyone interested 
in the Flatlanders Chapter will join us for some of these great events.

- Dick Cholke 

MCMI’s Big Brothers Big Sisters Outing took place on Saturday, June 
11th. All in all, 26 Bigs and Littles were loaded onto five separate pontoon 
boats rented from Good Time Rentals on Pewaukee Lake. The boats were 
paid for by a generous donation from the Hays Companies. Our host for 
the day was Smokey’s Musky Shop and man, were they ever nice. It was 
a very busy day for them and they allowed us all the space we needed to 
run this fishing outing. In fact, one of the workers even found a little time 
to show a youngster how to cast and fish off of the piers. Rumor has it that 
a bass was hanging around…and was properly exercised. A very special 
thank you goes out to all of the volunteers from Big Brothers and Big 
Sisters who showed up to assist with the event. Another very special thank 
you goes to all the volunteers from Muskies, Inc. Some of these people 
include: Jennifer Verges (and her ice cream sundae booth donation), Roy 
and Nancy Hinkforth, Bryan and Sue Blanke, Bob and Daelyn Petzke, 
Mark Miller, Jeff Spraggon, Greg Sieren, Mike Phelps, Craig Ader, Jo-
Anne Kashere, and Lynne Dembiec. Apologies to anyone that I may have 
missed. I don’t know if the pontoons found more smiles or fish on their 
outings, but we did hear that most pontoons caught 50 fish or so while on 
the water. We heard from many of the fishermen that these were the first 
fish they have ever caught, and some of them even got to kiss their first 
fish. To wrap up our outing, after lunch, two grand prizes were awarded to 
two lucky kids, those being a Razor Scooter and a huge (55”) kite.

The Milwaukee Chapter’s June Member’s Outing was hosted out on 
Okauchee Lake (June 21st). The weather may have not been the most 
conducive for catching muskies (fish were seen, not boated), but it was 
just gorgeous enough for those involved to meet up afterwards for food 
and drink at Foolery’s -- a bar & grill on the Okauchee channel. I’m posi-
tive that everyone there can testify when I say that it was a fantastic time. 
In moments like these, seeing everybody enjoying themselves hanging out 
and talking with all of their fishing buddies is priceless; it is a reminder 
of why we have clubs such as our own. That’s why Brian Mirek deserves 
huge props for putting on these events this year. He knows the importance 
of having these incredibly fun outings and he took it upon himself to en-
sure that our Chapter would once again have them. Make sure that you 
attend these events if you can! They are a blast and a great way to become 
acquainted with other club members.

Upcoming events include:
Saturday, August 27th: Veterans Outing (Pewaukee Lake).
Saturday, September 24th: MCMI Fall Championship Open Tourna-
ment (Pewaukee Lake).
Tuesday, September 27th: September General Meeting with speaker, 
Dan Kane, talking about “How to Make Your Own Bucktails.”
Tuesday, October 25th: October General meeting. Speaker is TBD at 
time of this writing.

Member’s Outings:
We will be holding Monthly Member’s Outings this season. The current 
schedule is as follows:
September 13th: Okauchee Lake
October 11th: Pewaukee Lake

- Ben Sieren

Our members are busy this summer pounding the water and, thanks to 
some recent victories in the Minnesota Muskie world, we will soon have 
some more beautiful fisheries managed for our favorite species, the mus-
kellunge. Recently MN has endured a hailstorm of fierce opposition re-
garding the future of our current stocking program in which the DNR has 
been entrusted and very transparent with their actions and results. Without 
going into great detail, we will just say that science and facts will always 
dominate fear and ignorance. This fall, Minnesota will see the Gull Chain 
of Lakes near Brainerd and the Fairmont Chain of Lakes in the southern 
portion of the state stocked and managed, along with the entire rest of the 
state remain on course with all DNR muskie activity. Cheers to that! 

The High School Muskie Tournament was held on Lake Alexander on 
June 10th. 32 young adults participated; many thanks to the volunteer 
judge boats. There were teams from Little Falls, Zimmerman, and Sauk 
Rapids. A 43” fish was caught by a Little Falls team member. Those par-
ticipating received a t-shirt, baits, and 1st place received a plaque.

On Sunday, June 12th, many kids and their parents came out to fish at 
Rock Island Park for the Waite Park Family Fun Festival. Thank you to 
the many volunteers that came out to help register, weigh, measure, return 
fish, answer questions, and just contribute to hosting this event. Your as-
sistance helped to put those smiles on the children’s faces at having the 
opportunity to catch fish. Thank you Hugh C. Becker Foundation for the 
grant to make these events possible. 

July’s Club meeting was the annual Boat Show where members bring 
their rigs loaded up with gear and share ideas while becoming familiar 
with each others boats. This is a great way to help identify each other on 
the water and also see the machines in which other anglers have chosen 
to perform their talents. A few of us may have hit the water immediately 
following this very social function. 

No member meeting in July due to busy schedules and fish needing to 
be caught, but the Board met in Little Falls at the Fishing Hall of Fame of 
Minnesota. Al Baert took us on a personal guided tour of the most amaz-
ing and extensive collection of MN fishing history you will ever see. We 
were beyond kids in a candy store, we were anglers in a fishing museum! 
For some of us, it was a first and for others, they were seeing some of their 
own contributions to the epic collection. This is a must see for all of us and 
much support is needed for the future expansion of the museum and the 
educational center they have proposed. Hats off to you Al and all others 
who put this icon on the map. 

We are entering the greatest of months and arguably the most beautiful 
time of the year. Make safety a priority, hold your loved ones close, and 
make those fall giants crush your favorite baits. 

- Eric Possiant

Summer is in full swing here in the Buckeye State. Water temps are ris-
ing and most folks are taking a break from muskie pursuits and switching 
species until things cool off on Ohio inland waters. 

The chapter meetings for June and July were held at Alum Creek lake 
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with a cookout and evening fishing. Members 
without boats were encouraged to show up and 
possibly hitch a ride with anyone with any emp-
ty seat. I took several folks out and had a great 
time fishing with some guys I never would have 
otherwise. It was outside my normal comfort 

level, but I quickly got over it and expanded my circle 
of muskie fishing buddies and picked up some tips, 
too, that could come in handy!

The Russ Dodridge Memorial Tournament was 
held in June. Chuck McKnight was the winner with 
three nice fish, followed by Allison Sisson with a 47” 
monster! Friday, June 17th was the Nite Bite outing on 
Alum Creek Reservoir. There were 19 fishermen that 
participated with the win going to Jack Worline with 
a beautiful 45” muskie. The very next day, Chapter 41 
again took to the water for our annual Wounded Vet-
eran outing. Rob Van Gorder had the hot boat going 
two for five during the day. June was indeed a very 
busy month for COMI 41! Our next event won’t hap-
pen until October 1st with our Fall Shoot Out on Alum.

Our annual kid’s fishing event was held last week 
(July) in Columbus at a city park pond and was a big 
success (picture on left). Over 80 inner city kids got 
a free rod and reel, hot dogs, pop, chips, and a com-
pliment of trained muskie members on hand to un-
tangle their lines and help dehook their catfish. Later, 
the chapter fellas had a couple brews to finish off the 
night. It is definitely one of my favorite events in the 
club calendar!

I could go on, but I’ll keep the chapter news short 
this time and leave more room for fish photos of some of our members’ 
great muskie moments so far for the summer of 2016! Keep on fishin’!

- Dan Collins

We have had several excellent speakers so far this year. At the January 
meeting, Noah Binsford gave a presentation on river fishing for muskies. 
Noah talked about lures and singled out various lures that work the best in 
the river. Glenn Vinton, a walleye fisherman, gave a talk in February. He 
singled out a new spinner that has been hot recently. Josh Borosky gave 
the March presentation. He talked about the effect on the moon in relation 
to fishing. Kevin Walsh gave the April program. We were impressed by 
the display and large sizes of the lures that he fishes with.

With the beginning of muskie season in June, several members have 
been out fishing. Travis Roberts showed a picture on Facebook of a 52.5” 
muskie he caught recently.

- Dean Peterson   

Welcome back, my friends, to the show that never ends. In the last in-
stallment of news and views, we had just finished up our first tournament 
of the year on beautiful Lake Mayfield and were already getting plans 
underway for a second shot at the oh-so fickle reservoir. What kind of 
mood would she be in this time around? Would she give up some of her 
well-guarded treasures or keep them hidden away? Or, worse yet, would 
she dangle them like carrots before our noses, allowing a few to get close 
before snatching them away?

On Saturday, June 25th, we were destined to find out. As 6:00 am ap-
proached, nine of us found ourselves at the boat launch for sign up. Jon 
Olsen provided us all with delicious Hungarian strudels to go with our 
morning coffee. Another perfectly orchestrated tournament start by our 
directors Mike and Dan Fuller. Soon, all were in their boats, ready for a 
day of tiger hunting. “Let’s go,” came the command!

Dan Fuller was the first to connect with a 30-something keeper just 
a few yards from the ramp. Later in the morning, Mike Floyd boated a 
30-something keeper that could move him into 1st place. I caught a short 
fish, as did Jesse French. Things were looking a little rough, although 
there were a few fish being caught, and then disaster struck!

Heading out of the Tilton arm, the team of Jon Olson and Miles Mc-
Donald hit a small wave, ripple actually, and the bow trolling motor lifted 
up, as if on its own, and lowered itself into the water at about 40 mph. 
There was a deafening “crack” as the main shaft of the trolling motor split 
against the bow and the depth finder transducer was sheared off, clean as 
a whistle. Miles McDonald, (I use the third person in the case of it being 
my fault), had failed to fully lock down the motor when leaving the last 
spot and now we were out in the middle of the lake, unable to pull the 
motor up due to the fact that the trolling motor, well, let’s just say, no 
longer resembled a trolling motor. Luckily, Jon had the tools needed to 
fully unassemble a bow mount at midlake. Also, luckily, Jon did not have 
a gun. That’s all I have to say.

So, we headed in early and, as we passed the big weedbed, we phoned 
in to the Fullers that we were leaving early due to minor complications 
(that’s the term I gave it to make it feel not quite as bad). As we were tell-
ing them of our plight, Mike said, “Gotta go, Dan’s got one on”. Turns out 
Dan Fuller caught his second measurable fish of the tournament, which 
ultimately would garner him not only 1st place, but also the biggest fish 
of the day pot. I have to think that if I had not called at that exact moment, 
things may have turned out differently. Fate? I may have created a dream 
for one and wrecked a boat for another. Who knows for sure? Either way, 
Dan Fuller took 1st place and biggest fish and Mike Floyd came away 
with the 2nd place prize. All in all (well, almost), a great day on the water.

We’ve decided to skip July as a tournament month and so our next con-
test will be at the magnificent Merwin Reservoir in August. The weather 
should be hot, the water skiers thick, and the tiger muskies hungry and 
eager to cooperate. I’ll have the results for you in the November/Decem-
ber issue. Until then, come on in, the show’s about to start. See ya’ at the 
ramp! 

- Miles McDonald

I would like to take this time to thank everyone who has participated in 
our tournaments this summer. We have had a lot of fun and have enjoyed 
meeting new muskie anglers in both our trolling and casting divisions. 
We have even had a few members from other Muskies, Inc. chapters join 
us for the tournaments, which is great to see; nothing like a little chapter 
rivalry to add to the fun. 

I also want to thank all of the new members who have joined us re-
cently. Just a few short years ago, our chapter only had a handful of mem-
bers. We buckled down and worked hard to get our name out there at local 
fishing shows and organized seminars and tournaments that benefited our 
members. All of that hard work has paid off. Over the last few years, we 
have grown the club from a small handful of members to now having 
close to 80 current members. That is an amazing story for us and I am 
thankful for everyone who has supported our club. I am looking forward 
to what the future brings. 

- Adam Penzenstadler, Chapter 58 Secretary
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changed and some new people have taken up a position. The list of our 
new chapter officers are as follows:

President: Patrick Krumenacker, Vice President: Matt Dixon, Trea-
surer: Bob Griffith, Secretary: Kelly Krumenacker, Tournament Direc-
tor: Phil Smeal, Fly Fishing Director: Corey Siple, Membership Director: 
Mike Martin, Chapter Representative: Ryan Sieg.

If you have any questions about what is happening or want to partici-
pate in any of the upcoming events, please send us an email at nvmainc@
gmail.com. 

- Patrick Krumenacker

Chapter 69 (3 photos www.lakeontariounited.com)
We are starting to see some nice fish showing up from the St. Lawrence 

to Chautauqua. May brought us our tiger tournament and a frontal system 
that made the bite slowww! Only three fish were caught. First place went 
to Andrew Hulbert in his first chapter event with two fish (33” and 30”).
Second place and Big Fish went to Don Williams (pictured with a 36”) 
which is his first ever muskie fishing with Jay Davies; I do believe he is 
hooked. Good job you guys on a tough bite. Mike Breen supplied our food 
once again. Thank you Mike.

The Chautauqua tournament brought 
high winds, but 30 entrants managed 19 
fish. Mike Deponceau and Frank Alcorn 
from Chapter 16 came up and showed us 
how it’s done by taking 1st and 2nd and 
Mike took big fish as well with a nice 
44”.

Alexandra Palo is pictured with one 
of her fish, which helped her take 3rd. 
Alexandra is the first female to place in 
a Chapter 69 event; she is also a junior 
angler. Her father Dave and her brother 
also caught fish. Congrats everyone and 

nice fishing young lady.
Thanks to Zach Baker, Chad Wyss, Mike Guinnen, Frank Alcorn, and 

Dave Palo (I hope I didn’t miss anyone). Jim, Steve, and Bob Saucke for 
running these and Mike Sperry of Chautauqua Reel Outdoors for helping 
with tournament signups. Hopefully we’ll see more juniors in the future; 
get the kiddos out guys! Good luck on the water.

- Bob Solley
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It’s pretty low key this year, but I wanted 
to share these photos with you all. Chapter 

59 member, Tom 
Nelson (left, blue 
shirt), and NMDGF 
Biologist, Steve 
Vanderbeek (right, 
green shirt), fished together recently at 2016 at 
Bluewater Lake – both tigers are about 43” to 44” 
long.

     - Muskie smiles to all, John Williamson

First off, I’d like to have everybody say a prayer for the state of WV 
from the recent flooding. There was mass and total destruction throughout 
the state, many people losing homes, such a terrible catastrophe. Like true 
West Virginians, we take care of our own and everybody in the state has 
been helping one another rebuild.

The fishing in WV was great and a lot of muskies were caught statewide 
until the floods. It is now July and it has taken the waters almost a month 
to clear, but it is getting better every day. Hopefully Mother Nature will 
give us a break and let everybody get back to one of our favorite recre-
ations; fishing.

I talked with DNR biologist, Scot Morrison, and got an update on the 
Kanawha river muskies. I’ve had a lot of people joking around with me 
about a big ‘ski I caught two years ago, people claiming her and the rest of 
the fish were washed clear down to the Ohio after the devastating flood-
ing, so that gave me the idea to ask Scott Morrison what has happened to 
the ‘skis in the Kanawha after the flooding and where they might migrate. 
Rest assured, they are still there in the same places. Also, he told me some 
interesting data on a male muskie that inhabits the upper part at the Falls. 
The fish has stayed there for the past three years and hasn’t moved much. 
These tracking and migration studies will help benefit anglers by giving 
them better knowledge of where the fish might be in the pools from Lon-
don Locks to the Falls. 

- Robert Thaxton

July 16th found our members swinging nails instead of baits. Several 
members got together and put together fish cribs at Curwensville Lake. 
Two hours of work will pay off in the long run. The cribs will be placed 
in strategic locations around Curwensville to provide habitat for bait and 
game fish. These cribs will be in place for our tournament on September 
10th and 11th. On the subject of the tournament, at the meeting we had 
after the Glendale tournament, it was voted that we will be raising the 
price of entry by $5. So, non-members will be charged $25 and members 
will need to pay $20. This does not include the 50” pot that is open to 
members only. This was decided to help bring some additional funds into 
the chapter as we progress towards future goals. 

Registrations are coming in for the Beast of the East, but some spots 
are still available. If you wish to try your odds against some of the best fly 
fishermen in the country, send us an email at nvmainc@gmail.com.

At the Glendale tournament we held elections. Some spots have 
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Hello to all chapters from the newest chapter, Chapter 65, Mountain 
West Muskie, Utah. We’re honored to now have our own chapter in Utah 
with members not only from Utah, but also from Idaho and Colorado. We 
officially signed our MI Charter on June 10th and the MI EC council ap-
proved our chapter on June 14th, placing us in a probationary status and 
assigning us number 65. A great 50th anniversary indeed for the MI com-
munity having a new western Region 1 Chapter.

Now for a little bit of background history on Utah tiger muskies. Utah 
DNR began stocking tiger muskies in the mid-1980s, starting with Pinev-
iew Reservoir. The state DNR then, over the years, expanded stocking tiger 
muskies into five other Utah reservoirs: Bullock, Cottonwood, Joes Valley, 
Johnson, and Newton. Mr. Nick Granato of Chapter 65 was heavily involved 
in a management study on Jordanelle Reservoir in Utah, a premier Blue Rib-
bon fishery and the management team found this body of water in dire need 
of an upgrade. The reservoir’s biomass consisted of large and old age Chubs, 
stunted SMB, and Perch. Nick, along with members of this team working 
alongside Utah DNR biologist, worked extensively on a resolution to bring 
this fishery back to its glory days. This effort from Nick and the others paid 
off and, on July 12th, 2016, the state expanded to a seventh Utah body of wa-
ter stocking 9,000 six-inch tiger muskies into Jordanelle Reservoir. So, with 
the stocking of Jordanelle including all other Utah reservoirs, the Utah 
DNR has stocked over 200,000 tiger muskie. Currently, only two bodies 
of water (Pineview and Newton) are catch and release, all other bodies of 
water allow a daily harvest of one 40” fish. What an awesome species with 
the temperament of each parent to match. The DNR started a program to 
raise Utah tiger muskie fry several years ago at Lee Kay Fish Hatchery, 
located west of Salt Lake City; a video of this hatchery can be found on the 
MI forum page under general discussions. 

Additionally, this year the DNR Mr. Chris Penne established the first 
ever tiger muskie focus group, inviting several Chapter 65 members as ac-
tive members to work on the future management of tiger muskies in Utah. 
Mr. Penne, along with other senior DNR officials, is excited to have a MI 
chapter with dedicated tiger muskie anglers in Utah, fully supporting this 
chapter and its future. Our chapter members are also active with the Forest 
Service, thanks to Chapter 65 member and Treasurer Mr. Jared Green. We 
are also members of the Adopt-A-Beach program where chapter members perform routine cleanup of designated shorelines 
and surrounding land. 

Finally, Utah had a great snowpack in the mountains, both spring and summer having mild temperatures and overall 
weather, so water levels in reservoirs are high making for some awesome tiger muskie fishing in our state. More great things 
to come for this chapter and a hearty hello to all other chapters from members of the newest MI Chapter 65, Mountain West 
Muskie, Utah. 

- Kim Wagner, President
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Chapter 65 Members Signed Charter.

Jared Green is the coordinator for the 
Adopt-A-Beach Program. Way to go!

Chapter 65 Members with Utah DNR 
officials Tiger Muskie Focus Group.
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ADDREss sERVIcE REQuEsTED

LAKE VERMILION, MN — Minnesota’s 
Muskies, Inc. chapters in conjunction with the 
Hugh Becker Foundation sponsored the 7th Annual 
High School Muskie Tournament on Friday, June 
24th, 2016.   Twenty-eight kids grades 9-12 from 
around the state, who had qualified via sectional 
tournaments, participated in trying their luck at 
catching, measuring, photographing, and releasing 
muskies in an attempt to become the state champion.  Going out in teams of two per boat they tried 
their skills and stamina for a day of muskie fishing.

Lake Vermilion is huge, and so are the muskies in the lake.  The weather was hot, with very little 
wind—not what a muskie fisherman is looking for in hopes of catching a fish. Boaters left the 
docks at Vermilion Dam Lodge at 6:30 a.m. after final instructions given by Mike Riha, the 
tournament director.

In some of the previous years’ state competitions, champions were determined by the largest 
northern caught as no muskies were caught.  That was the case again in 2016.  The team of Kendal 
Hill and Dan Ender representing Duluth East High School netted the largest fish of the day, a 29 
inch northern.    As state champions they each received State Champion plaques and each got a 9 
foot St. Croix Big Nasty muskie rod.   

Second place went to the Lakeville South team of Brock Schueck and Tyler Haroldson with a 28 inch northern pike. Grayson and 
Sawyer Anderson claimed third with a 27 inch pike.

All participants received a commemorative T-shirt, a great 
meal put on by  Ed Tausk and the staff of Vermilion Dam 
Lodge which was the tournament headquarters, and muskie 
baits donated from the Twin Cities and North Metro Chapters 
of Muskies, Inc., Musky Mayhem lures and sweatshirts, 
LeLure baits, Spanky baits, Musky Innovation baits, Okuma 
rods and reels, StingRay line cutter, and Savagear baits.

Thanks go to all judge boat participants: Mike Riha, Steve 
Doug Malsom, Terry Schar, Mark Weiss, Nick Poppler, Erin 
Knutson, and Chris Thury.  The judge boats covered 
approximately 20 miles of water to keep things safe for kids 
in case of problems.

- Mike Riha, Director Minnesota State HS Muskie TournamentThe entire group of participants. 

Director Mike Riha flanked 
by 2nd Place finishers from 
Lakeville South HS Tyler 

Haroldson and Brock Schueck.

Director Mike Riha with 1st place 
winners from Duluth East Kendal 

Hill and Dan Ender.

7th Annual High 
School Muskie 
Tournament


